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Lifetime of
hard work
recognised

I

Sam Persaud (foreground) was recognised with a retiree celebration of music, prayer, and tributes for
his dedication to work, family, and the community at Vishnu Mandir last weekend

t was in late August last week,
a bit later than the originally
planned April 2020 event that
was postponed due to the Covid-19
pandemic, when around 200 attendees gathered at the Vishnu Mandir in
Richmond Hill to celebrate the august
presence of retiree Sam Persaud.
With attendees masked and
observing Covid-19 requirements,
Vishnu Mandir was filled with
music, prayers, and glowing tributes,
all in recognition of Sam’s lifetime
of achievements in a career as an
accounting professional, and as an
outstanding member of the Guyanese
and Hindu community dedicated to
religious, social, and family life.
See Page 11: Outstanding Sam

National concern growing over fourth wave
www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Toronto – A national survey published yesterday that was
led by researchers at Toronto’s St Michael’s Hospital has noted
that 18 percent of eligible Canadians had not yet received a
Covid-19 vaccine dose by August 27, CTV News reported.
Publication of the survey’s findings
is notable in light of growing national
concern that Canada is now fully in the
grip of a fourth wave of the Covid-19
pandemic, with daily, emerging provincial data suggesting the infection surge
could grow more acute due to the highlycontagious Delta variant.
Published online in The Lancet
Regional Health – Americas, the survey also found that the vast majority of
Canadians had plans to be vaccinated at
the start of the national rollout.
However, it also noted lower vaccination intentions among certain demographics, including racialised communities, and Albertans.
Alberta leads the country with the
lowest vaccination rate in its populaDr Vivian
tion. Yesterday, Alberta health officials
reported 920 new cases of Covid-19, with four more deaths.
The province also reported its highest test-positivity rate
since early May at 12.42 percent, with labs completing 7,487
tests. Earlier this week there were 431 patients in hospital
with Covid-19, including 106 in intensive care.
Here in Ontario, the province reported 525 new Covid-19
cases yesterday, with the number dipping from the last several
days. In the 525 new cases recorded, the data showed that 326
were unvaccinated persons, 43 were partially vaccinated, 91
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were fully vaccinated, and there were 65 persons whose vaccination status was unknown.
On Monday British Columbia reported seven deaths
and 1,853 new cases of Covid-19 diagnosed over a threeday period from Friday to Monday,
CBC News reported. There were 769
cases from Friday to Saturday, with the
number of infections falling to 503 on
Sunday to Monday. Earlier this week,
there were 5,918 active infections across
the province, with its active cases seeing 176 patients hospitalised, and 91 in
intensive care.
As CBC News reported, patients who
had not received a first dose of Covid19 vaccine accounted for more than 71
per cent of BC’s cases, and 79 percent
of its hospitalisations between August
13-August 27.
Commenting on the concerns over
the growing number of cases in the
fourth wave of infections gripping the
country, cardiologist and community
Rambihar
stalwart, Dr Vivian Rambihar, emphasised the need to become inoculated.
“One of the most important things you can do for yourself,
and your community is to get the Covid-19 vaccine, and to
encourage everyone to do so,” he said.
He added, “We have done well this summer, and kept the
virus numbers down, and vaccine numbers high. But with
colder weather coming, and with variants like Delta much
easier to catch and spread, things will get worse again; so we
See Page 12: Get the shot

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
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Here is an important proposition. Spacious
bungalow for those with heavy pockets but weak
knees. The main floor is ground level with a walk
out basement, kitchen, living room, a bedroom
with large window, and washroom. The upper level
has 3 bedrooms plus a den. Fully updated as well.

$1,350,000
Too Many Upgrades!
Stunning sun-drenched home offers modern &
unique characters. The family room is wired for a
home theatre system, see-through gas fireplace
in living & dining room, kitchen with gleaming
porcelain, large deep sink & granite counters.
There are 4 bedrooms & 3 washrooms.

$499,900

A Recent Makeover

Here is a great opportunity to enjoy this spacious
2-story townhome with a modern kitchen, quartz
countertops, 2 modern baths, laminate floors,
LED potlights, finished basement, & an enclosed
backyard. It’s a great buy so please hurry.
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Rent Buster
Here is a clean, well-kept suite with a spacious
living and dining room, open balcony, spacious
gourmet kitchen, laundry room, and an inviting
dining room. Includes one covered parking. Call
today.
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$359,900

LD

House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions
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$489,900
Tridel Luxury Condo

Nice! Neat & Nifty. Luxury suite features laminate &
ceramic floors. A sparkling clean unit with an open
balcony overlooking the ravine. Features include a
spacious bedroom, open concept living & dining
room. Space saver kitchen with built in microwave,
dishwasher, & laundry. It’s a bargain.

$969,000
Quiet Etobicoke Court
This well-kept bungalow sits on a quiet court in
Etobicoke. Features 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, open
concept living & dining room, eat in kitchen, a
garage & a side entrance to a finished basement
apartment. Includes 2 stoves, 2 fridges, washer &
dryer.

$489,000

Modern & Spacious

Here is a masterpiece. Spacious condo with two
balconies, large open concept living & dining
room with floor-to-ceiling windows, 2 bedrooms
and a large den. There are 2 washrooms, walk-in
closet in the mistress bedroom, modern kitchen, &
laminate floors. A great buy.

$739,900

Affordable Homes

We invite you to view this special home on an 85’
x 115’ lot. Features 3 bedrooms, 2 washrooms,
garage, a finished basement & a large sunroom.
This home is immaculately kept.
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DENYSE THOMASOS
ODYSSEY
Memory, transformation and the trauma of diaspora
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Denyse Thomasos (1964–2012), Untitled, 2012, acrylic on canvas, 45.7 x 61 cm, Private collection, L2021.6,
© Courtesy of the Estate of Denyse Thomasos and Olga Korper Gallery
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Home to the Art of Canada
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Jon Sasaki Homage & A Like Vision The Group of Seven at 100
COMING SOON
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Ontario extends temporary wage increase
Toronto — The Ontario government is investing an additional $169 million to extend the temporary wage increase for
personal support workers and direct support workers for the
third time since its initial investment last year.
The increase will continue until October 31, 2021, and will
help stabilise staffing levels and support frontline health care
workers to ensure the province is prepared to respond to any
scenario as the Covid-19 pandemic continues to evolve.
“This wage enhancement extension recognises the vital work
and significant sacrifices that personal support workers and
direct support workers continue to make
to keep Ontarians, including our most vulnerable, safe and healthy,” said Prabmeet
Sarkaria, President of the Treasury Board.
Additionally, “We will continue to make
historic investments to improve home and
community care, long-term care, public hospitals and the social services sector
throughout the province as part of our fight
against Covid-19.”
The government is extending the wage
enhancement for over 158,000 workers who
deliver publicly funded personal support
services, or direct support services in hospitals, long-term care, home and community
care, and social services until October 31,
2021.
This includes: $3 per hour for approxiPrabmeet
mately 38,000 eligible workers in home and
community care; $3 per hour for approximately 50,000 eligible
workers in long-term care; $2 per hour for approximately 10,000
eligible workers in public hospitals; and $3 per hour for approximately 60,000 eligible workers in children, community, and
social services providing personal direct support services for the
activities of daily living.
“Since the outset of the pandemic, personal support workers and direct support workers have been critical in supporting
some of our most vulnerable patients,” said Christine Elliott,
Deputy Premier and Minister of Health.
She added, “As we head into the fall, ensuring Ontario’s
personal support workers are supported will ensure patients
continue to receive the high-quality care they need.”
This latest temporary wage increase builds on the government’s previous wage enhancement extension on June 11, 2021,
which was set to expire on August 23, 2021. Since October 2020,
Ontario has invested $841 million, and with this additional $169
million, will have invested over $1 billion for personal support
workers and direct support workers.
The province will continue to review the wage increase to
inform its next steps to ensure this important investment will
bring the greatest stability and support for Ontario’s personal

support workers and direct support workers.
“Our government is committed to rebuilding and repairing
long-term care in Ontario,” said Rod Phillips, Minister of LongTerm Care.
He added, “Further extending the wage increase will help us
continue to attract and retain personal support workers who
provide residents with the care they need and deserve everyday.”
To protect vulnerable patients and staff in settings where the
risk of contracting and transmitting Covid-19 and the Delta
variant is higher, on August 17 the Chief Medical Officer of
Health issued a directive mandating hospitals and home and community care service
providers to have a Covid-19 vaccination
policy for employees, staff, contractors, students, and volunteers, including personal
support workers.
This is similar to the vaccination policy
requirements currently in place for longterm care homes.
Vaccination policies will also be implemented in other higher-risk settings where
personal support workers and direct support
workers provide care, including licensed
retirement homes, congregate group homes,
and day programs for adults with developmental disabilities, children’s treatment
centres, and other services for children with
special needs, and licensed children’s resiSarkaria
dential settings.
“We remain grateful for support workers who, throughout
the pandemic, have continued to provide vital services to individuals with developmental disabilities and complex needs,”
said Dr Merrilee Fullerton, Minister of Children, Community
and Social Services.
Fullerton added, “Personal and direct support workers across
the province have been instrumental to ensuring our loved ones
receive the quality care they need, and the temporary wage
increase is meant to recognise and celebrate their important
work.”
In October 2020, Ontario provided $461 million to temporarily enhance wages for personal support workers and direct
support workers. This was followed by an extension of the
temporary wage increase on March 18, and on June 11, 2021.
Through the Covid-19 Fall Preparedness Plan, the government invested $52.5 million to recruit, retain, and support over
3,700 more frontline health care workers and caregivers. It is
one of the largest health care recruiting and training programs
in Ontario history.
To date, more than 600 personal support workers, 500 nurses
and 130 supportive care workers have been added across the
province through this plan.

Ajax – The Ajax Council has extended an interactive, creative
crossword challenge to residents and participants featuring the
Town’s current initiatives and priorities in its 2018-2022 TOA
Strategic Plan.
In its ‘Stronger Together Crossword Challenge’, the town is
asking participants to download a fun activity and to follow
its instructions, solve the clues, and record answers. All entries
submitted by October 8, 2021, are
automatically entered for a chance
to win one of three Amazon Echo
Smart Home Hubs with Alexa.
The download is available at ajax.
ca/strategicplan. Hard copies of the
crossword are available by request
by contacting corporate@ajax.ca, or
calling or 905-619-2529, ext. 3383.
The interactive crossword challenge features information on the Town’s progress on current
initiatives and priorities within the Strategic Plan. Special audio
hints are embedded in each clue to help participants. There are
18 clues in total. All answers can be found within the three MidTerm Action Cards that highlight this term’s focus areas, goals,
action, and status: Leading in our Community, Investing in our

Community and Connecting our Community.
The Town’s 2021 Mid-Term Strategic Plan Update is part of
the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan that was initiated with the new
Council term. It reflects modern priorities and a shared desire
to ‘walk the talk’ – taking action that delivers real results in the
community.
The framework includes a community promise, three focus
areas, 21 goals, and 148 actions.
“The 2018-2022 Strategic Plan communicates Ajax Council’s innovative,
aggressive and inclusive path for this
term,” said Town of Ajax Mayor Shaun
Collier.
He added, “While some adjustments
have been made and some actions
delayed due to pandemic restrictions,
the mid-term report presented to
Council in March 2021 shows a commitment to staying the
course, to adding real value for our community and being proactive where possible to identify and implement best practices
in every service area. I encourage all residents to take part in this
fun crossword challenge and to follow along with Ajax Council
as we continue to implement the Strategic Plan.”
Participants can complete the crossword electronically and
email it to corporate@ajax.ca, online via IMO, or by hand and
drop it off at Ajax Town Hall at 65 Harwood Avenue South.
“As we embark on the last year of the term, it’s important we
inform residents on our progress within each goal and action of
the Strategic Plan. We hope you enjoy this crossword challenge,
whether you’re discovering these actions for the first time or
learning about the progress we’ve made on them,” said Regional
Councillor Sterling Lee, Ward 2.
Additionally, “These past few years have proven that we are
stronger together, and we look forward to pursuing an even
stronger community as we continue this journey.”

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

Give Ajax’s ‘Stronger Together Crossword Challenge’ a try

Crossing guards wanted

Markham – With school reopening September 9, Staffing
Services Inc. is looking to hire school crossing guards
in Markham. Residents who have their own transport
are invited to visit https://www.markham.ca/wps/portal/
home/neighbourhood-services/traffic/school-zones/06School-crossing-guards, and www.staffingsrvs.com, for
more information. Or contact Staffing Services Inc at 905737-1600 to apply. Please note that crossing guards are not
municipal employees and work for Staffing Services Inc.
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Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Erin O’Toole

Justin Trudeau

Jagmeet Singh

Ottawa — The Hon Erin O’Toole, Leader of Canada’s
Conservatives, yesterday shared the Conservative plan to get
government spending under control and balance the budget
over the next decade.
“The Trudeau government is spending $424 million a day
more than we can afford, and neither the Liberals nor the
NDP have a plan to prevent endless deficits. Only Canada’s
Conservatives have a detailed plan to put Canada’s fiscal house
in order and protect social services,” O’Toole said.
The Conservative plan to secure Canada’s finances will adopt
a responsible and measured approach to balance the budget
over the next decade; it will also rein in deficits to address inflation, and the rising cost of necessities like groceries and gas; and
it will wind down emergency pandemic supports in a responsible and compassionate way as the recovery gets underway.
It will also invest in targeted stimulus measures, such as
infrastructure, to create jobs and improve the quality of life of
Canadians; and it will get back to robust economic growth with
Canada’s Recovery Plan, a plan to grow the economy.
Said O’Toole: “Canadians will have a critical choice in the
coming election: to continue down the path of failure and soaring debt with the Liberals and NDP. Or, a Conservative government that will build a stronger Canada with great jobs and rising
wages. A Canada where every sector of the economy can share
in the success of our great nation.”

Ottawa – Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau focused Tuesday’s
campaign’s messaging on the promise to improve access to mental health services nationwide, CTV News reported.
He unveiled the Canada Mental Health Transfer, which
would deliver permanent funding to participating provinces
and territories, the move aiming to create more “high-quality,
accessible, and free” services with an initial investment of $4.5
billion over five years.
Said Trudeau: “This funding, and this new transfer will mean
everything from shorter wait times to more mental health professionals on the job.”
The Liberals have also pledged $500 million over four years
to introduce a student-focused mental health fund to decrease
wait times by hiring up to 1,200 new mental health care counsellors at post-secondary institutions. Ten percent annually will
go to Indigenous-governed and operated schools.
“If you’ve been in crisis and faced a waiting list, if you’re a
student struggling to pay both rent and a therapist, you know
there’s a lot of work still do to,” said Trudeau.
He added, “Mental health should be a priority even within
our health-care system.” Trudeau also committed to implementation of a national three-digit mental health crisis and suicide
prevention hotline, and are planning to include mental health as
a “specific element” of occupational health and safety under the
Canada Labour Code.

Sudbury – NDP leader Jagmeet Singh has promised to tackle
Justin Trudeau’s national student debt crisis.
“Young people shouldn’t start their life under a mountain of
debt. Instead of helping to cut costs, Justin Trudeau is letting
young people be saddled with student debts the size of mortgages. And the pandemic has made it worse,” said Singh.
He added, “Justin Trudeau says he is a friend to young
people, but while he helped billionaires get richer, and bailed
out big corporations, he kept collecting interest and forcing
students to make payments during the worst moments of the
pandemic. We fought for supports for students, and won; and
we will continue to fight for a more affordable, more fair, and
more optimistic future.”
Singh pledged to forgive up to $20,000 of student loan debt,
remove interest from federal loans, double student grants, and
give graduates a five-year head start on federal loan payments.
“When Justin Trudeau promised to help students, he used
the opportunity to hand a $900 million contract to his friends
at WE. When banks and big corporations asked for help, Justin
Trudeau rushed billions of dollars to them with no strings
attached,” he said.
Additionally, “Rising student debt should be something a
prime minister wants to fight – not cash in on... I will stand up
for students and forgive student debt, so they can have a better
head start for a brighter future.”

Queen’s Park — Official Opposition NDP Leader Andrea
Horwath is proposing legislation that would create safety zones
around small businesses to protect businesses, staff, and patrons
from anti-public health harassment.
Horwath’s proposal comes as local businesses, workers and
everyday Ontarians have been calling attention to organised
and often violent anti-public health intimidation campaigns
targeting small business owners, their staff, and customers in
communities across Ontario.
“No one should have to worry about being harassed for following public health measures in the middle of a global pandemic,” said Horwath.
She added, “Not small business owners working tirelessly to
recover after enduring devastating lockdowns. Not folks who
want to support their neighbours by dining or shopping locally.
And not workers who are just trying to do their job after being
laid off for months.”
Horwath noted in recent weeks there have been “frighten-

ing examples of organised anti-public health harassment and
intimidation targeting small businesses”, and the Ontario government, led by Doug Ford, “has been in hiding, rather than
supporting local businesses that continue to step up and follow
Covid-19-related public health measures on their own as the
fourth wave builds”.
Horwath’s bill would make targeted harassment of people
and businesses upholding public health rules in safety zones a
provincial offence, punishable by a fine of up to $25,000. The
law would also protect people’s right to access, and patronise
businesses free from harassment.
Said Horwath: “... Ford needs to take action to help struggling
small business owners and their communities. That means passing this anti-harassment legislation as soon as the legislature
resumes. And it also means rolling out long overdue vaccine
certificates, while being clear about rules around non-essential
businesses and services, and collaborating with experts, local
businesses, and community leaders, so no one is left behind.”

Andrea Horwath

Ministers Marco Mendicino (centre) & Maryam Monsef
(right) greet the first group of Afghans to arrive in
Canada last month
refugees whose evacuations were facilitated by the US. These
refugees will be accepted as part of Canada’s recently announced

program for some 20,000 refugees, which includes persecuted
Afghan minorities, women human rights advocates, LGBTI
individuals, and journalists. This collaboration will also help
to reduce current pressures in the global resettlement system,
facilitating wider international efforts to support Afghan refugees, and accelerating efforts to welcome more refugees to safety
in Canada.
Refugees must meet all eligibility and admissibility requirements. They will come to Canada via countries where they have
been temporarily located after fleeing Afghanistan.
Canada and the US have a long and proud history of shared
values and strong cooperation, and the Government of Canada
is grateful for the US’ efforts to protect the Hamid Karzai
International Airport, and evacuate as many people as possible.
This partnership, which saw many Canadians and refugees
bound for Canada evacuated on American flights, forms the
basis for the agreement to welcome these refugees to Canada.

O’Toole eyes budget balance Liberals target mental health NDP to tackle student loans

Horwath takes aim at anti-public health harassment

Canada reaches agreement with US to aid Afghan refugees’ journey to safety
Ottawa — The Government of Canada continues to exhaust
every option to get as many Afghans to safety as possible, in
partnership with our allies around the world. In the first phase
of our operation, Canada evacuated roughly 3,700 people from
Afghanistan — the majority of whom are refugees and who
supported Canada’s mission, and will soon begin new lives in
this country.
As we begin the second phase of our operation, Canada’s
solidarity with the people of Afghanistan remains strong. This
phase will centre on welcoming Afghan refugees who have been
forced to flee Afghanistan to another country.
As part of this work, the Government of Canada has reached
agreement with the US to closely cooperate on the safe passage and departure from Afghanistan of our nationals, Afghan
nationals who have served both countries, as well as their
families.
As part of this agreement, Canada will welcome up to 5,000
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Fourth wave

n Friday Alberta was in the lead in Canada for
acquiring the most Covid-19 infections, the
province reporting 1,168 new cases, incontrovertible evidence that a dismaying uptick was strongly
driving the fourth wave in this province. According to
the emergent picture in its weekend Covid-19 figures,
Alberta’s numbers kept growing for three days in a row last
week, and were hitting levels not seen since May during the
third wave, CBC News reported.
It is a difficult conclusion to gather from such revealing
data that the signs for an end to the pandemic in Canada
are now positioned even further down the road. However,
it cannot be denied from the compelling data that as of last
week, Alberta was leading the country with its escalating
rates of new daily, and active, Covid-19 infections.
As of last weekend, there were 9,655 active cases of
Covid-19 across the province. Also notable was that
Alberta’s laboratories had detected 750 cases of coronavirus variants of concern in infected victims.
According to the numbers released by Alberta Health
officials last week, the uptick in Covid-19 related hospitalisations was growing daily: Friday’s total revealed 336
persons were in hospital, with 74 patients in ICU. More
troubling data also indicated that around 78 percent out
of the number in hospital were unvaccinated patients; that
four percent were partially vaccinated, with 18 percent
fully vaccinated. Notably, out of the 74 patients in ICU,
97.3 percent were unvaccinated, or partially vaccinated.
Also on Friday, Alberta’s Chief Medical Officer of
Health, Dr Deena Hinshaw, indicated that the tragic
outcome critical Covid-19 patients are prepared for upon
entry into ICU had indeed come to pass, with four more
deaths added from the day before. Their untimely, and
likely preventable fatalities through vaccination, pushed
the province’s total to 2,364 patients killed by the coronavirus and its complications.
As of late last week, available data indicated that 77.14
percent of eligible Albertans have taken at least one shot
of a Covid-19 vaccine, with 68.84 percent fully immunised
with two doses. At this time, Alberta’s vaccination figures
are among the lowest throughout Canada.
Last week CTV News reported over ten million persons
remained unvaccinated in Canada; out of this total, both
Ontario and Alberta each accounted for 1.5 million persons who are yet to receive a first vaccine dose.
However, compared to Alberta’s low vaccination figures, Ontario has seen 82.92 percent of its residents fully
inoculated with two doses of Covid-19 vaccines, and 75.95
percent with one dose. In total, 9.8 million persons are fully
vaccinated in Ontario, CTV News reported late last week.
The uptick in new Ontario infections remains troubling
in the wake of Alberta’s Covid-19 escalation, with health
officials reporting 835 new cases on Saturday. This makes
it the highest number of confirmed infections in a single
day since 914 cases were recorded on June 4. As CTV News
reported, Ontario had 781 new cases on Friday, 678 cases
on Thursday, and 660 on Wednesday last week.
Ontario health officials also reported that 634 out of its
recent cases are persons who are either unvaccinated, partially vaccinated, or had an unknown vaccination status;
and 147 infections involved patients who were fully vaccinated. Three deaths were reported on Friday.
Over the weekend at least 306 people were in hospital
with Covid-19-related issues in Ontario; within this number were 27 fully vaccinated patients, with 279 either not
fully vaccinated, or had an unknown vaccination status. At
least 162 patients out of the hospitalised total were in ICU,
with 87 breathing using a ventilator.
The comparative between Alberta and Ontario is a dire
indication that the fourth wave is now strongly rooted in
Canada, and that its strangling nodes are proliferating.
It is imperative as a community that we remain vigilant.
Also, that we deploy available tools to contain, curb, and
conquer this marauding coronavirus: keep wearing masks,
practising physical distancing, thoroughly washing our
hands; and importantly, acquiring full vaccination.
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PNC racism on show

n June 16, I had written about the parade planned by
the Brooklyn PNC with the sinister aim of removing the PPP/Civic government in Guyana, accusing
it of racism. Their moaning regarding elections is akin to the
Trumpists’, and their reaction is the same, and would have had
a January 6 analogue, had the US-CIA supported
the PNC, as in 1962-1972.
I pondered the PNC accusation knowing that
the PPP/Civic had a multiracial base, strictly
emphasised by its founders. The Brooklyn parade
occurred on August 15, tellingly the anniversary
of India’s independence from Britain. Was this deliberate?
The essence of racism is that racists unquestioningly support
all events and actions by their race regardless of social quality,
accuracy, unfairness or harm to others; belittles other races;
blames them for community ills; refuses to learn their culture;
and designs ways to shun or hurt them.
Forbes Burnham was such a person; so was Stokely
Carmichael (“[When] I say Black, I don’t mean Indian”).
FB’s early affiliation was the League of Coloured Peoples,
Georgetown, which denied Indians membership, contrary to
its London parent body.
On ending the Burnhamite PPP, he couldn’t find another
Black party to join him until he made certain concessions to
the United Democratic Party’s leader, John Carter. Of the two
major Guyanese parties, the PNC was clearly founded on race;
its leader’s actions thereafter amply bore that out.
For the Afro-Guyanese of Brooklyn to preach race to support their hatred of the PPP/Civic in Guyana, is similar to the
Skinheads, KKK, and other White supremacists preaching their
hatred of Blacks.
Let no one be fooled: Burke’s group and congressman
Hakeem Jeffries used all the twists of rhetoric, fictions, halftruths and plain lies to make their case before a crowd of ignorant devotees.
They neglected to say that the PNC had lost at all levels
of Justice in Guyana and the Caribbean, in court judgments
handed down by Black judges. The Guyanese electorate had
condemned the stewardship of David Granger, Joseph Harmon,
Volda Lawrence, and the rest, the blatant election rigging in
Georgetown, and Lawrence’s proclaiming that her only responsibility was to PNC members.
Granger’s first act as President had been to raise Ministers’
salaries, then put friends on civil service payrolls as consultants

and contractors who did nothing! Burnham, on launching his
dictatorship, fired Indian schoolteachers and civil servants, and
declared the paramountcy of the PNC, a policy that allowed
jobs only to Party cardholders; the PNC’s pennant flew above
Guyana’s High Court. Current PNC members miss this exclusiveness, and would do anything to regain it: lie,
cheat, steal, slander, betray, maybe even murder.
Mohan
I had marvelled that Burke’s group had perRagbeer sisted in peddling discredited hypotheses about
Guyana’s 2020 elections, totally ignoring the
PNC flouting of the Constitution, after a vote of
No Confidence passed in 2019, prolonging elections from the
prescribed three months to a year, then tampering with votes,
followed by a parade of losing lawsuits, delaying for five months
the confirmation of results.
I knew that US Democrats, who had been supported by
Indians in seeking justice and fair treatment for all by American
Police, had campaigned to end racial profiling. But I was
completely overwhelmed by the ease with which the Brooklyn
group was publicly displaying their anti-Indian racism, while
simultaneously asking for White relief from anti-Black racism!
The Guyanese nation is one, but not obviously a consensus,
and just as blacks and others are a minority in the US, with
many factions, and must consistently work for equality of treatment and freedom from oppression, as M.L. King and others
had done, just so must each minority – however defined, by
race, politics, religion, customs, and so on – work with the rest
of their community for their protection, rights, and common
good.
Jeffries is guilty of the same misdemeanours of which he
had accused Donald Trump not so long ago. Does he think
that Blacks do not practise racism? What a laugh! It’s a human
condition.
The Brooklyn parade was a prime act of the most barefaced racism; Burnham would be proud. Jeffries and Borough
President Eric Adams, who also supports Burke, should first
learn the TRUTH, which they won’t in Brooklyn, judging from
the fictions preached there as fact; they should support just
causes, and forego the sleazy racist line that is likely to boomerang in their faces.
INews Guyana on August 30, 2021, reported that Guyanese
Minister Gail Teixeira has alerted the international community
regarding the PNC’s Brooklyn parade of racism.
Her statement is well worth reading.

Mailman rides post-haste with foreign news

T

here was the time when the mailman did not ring twice.
Instead, he called three times, urgently shaking the gate
so its iron frame complained with vexation while spitting
out specks of rust. Its protest silenced the chirping merriment
from the birds sitting overhead on the gray electric wires.
The gate rattled again. Now all the birds
became an audience looking down, even the ones
Romeo
with preening under wings, their snow-white
Kaseram
feathers fluttering down. Eyes lively with delight,
heads bowing with anticipation, they were like
neighbours getting ready for entertainment borne
out of tribulation, as in when other villagers became embroiled
in territorial spats about errant fowls and foraging husbands.
But this time the birds were not to be entertained; this time
neither fowl nor man were in the doghouse for pecking at lowhanging fruit. This time the mailman was calling to my mother
because overseas mail had arrived with postmarks originating
from Maryland, US.
This was in my time growing up back home, when mail was
regularly delivered to makeshift mailboxes tightly strapped onto
rickety iron front gates with galvanised wire. They were made
either a foot and one-half long, cut from plastic PVC pipes; or
were organic, arm-length cuts from thicker lengths of bamboo,
open on one end, but left closed-off at its joint on the other.
Occasionally, a neighbour produced an elaborately-crafted
mailbox. It was a consequence of individual industry, imitation, and trial-and-error using a foreign magazine picture that
showed a neat bungalow in the background, a half-opened,
inviting hanging gate, and a whitewashed wooden fence running around the perimeter. And for the coup de grâce, a mimesis
of the form of the pastoral house as a mailbox, slightly tilted in
the foreground, and firmly anchored on a single, ramrod post.
This mailbox would be similarly fashioned with a sloping
roof painted red, with white siding, and a miniature door with
a dot for a handle that swung on tiny, brass hinges; and for that
homely touch of reincarnation in a foreign place away from
its magazine antecedent, it would be strapped onto the rusted,
leaning gate using wraps of galvanised wire.
Now this was a time of personalised mail service. It meant my
mother could ask a favour of the obliging mailman, who listened
respectfully with a tilted head, with his spiky hair peeping out
like so many silver needles under the edge of his uniform cap.

He said, “Yes, ma’am. I will tell the postmistress to be on the
lookout”. He then rode off with a wobbly start, the front of his
bicycle weighted down with the government-issued brown canvas bag filled with post office goodies. He rang the bicycle’s bell
once; and then trilled it twice at the house next door.
I imagine our mailman being alerted by the
postmistress holding up an envelope extracted
from a freshly delivered batch of bulging mailbags. Addressed to my mother, its postage was
US, and postmarked out of Baltimore, Maryland.
Our mailman pronounced the country of origin by sounding its three letters so they ran close together before
tripping into a jumble of sounds: “YouEssOfAye!”
I see him grasping the handlebar of his bicycle firmly, getting
into the short steps of a running momentum before jumping
into the saddle. Holding up my mother’s mail as if its public
exhibition conferred immunity, along with a licence to achieve
lightspeed, he left with post-haste, ringing the bicycle’s bell to
clear sheep, goats, and a flapping chicken out of the roadway.
It meant riding on a lengthy driveway, a signature of government offices then, on tires that sang softly on the warm pitch
that the midday sun was softening to the consistency of putty.
I imagine such was his haste that the driveway’s avenue of
palmiste palm trees, towering to heights under 25 metres, the
girth of each the circumference of a barrel, its trunk thickly
whitewashed with lime to waist height, flashed past as white
blurs of light.
Shaking our gate rapidly, he called out to my mother,
addressing the front door of our house, and exponentially,
the wide-cupped ears of all the neighbours, “‘YouEssOfAye’!
‘YouEssOfAye’! A letter reach this side from the ‘YouEssOfAye’!”
Even the birds were attentive. In the small, enclosed world
where we lived, his message leapt across the synapses of mismatched flower-pots, wove its way through the damp flutter
on clotheslines, climbed our front stairs up to the landing, and
rippled across into our receptive neighbours’ opened windows.
My mother flew down the steps and reached greedily for the
letter. But this time it was not from her childhood friend, who
seeking a better life abroad, left the village for the “YouEssOfAye”.
There she lived out her life as a domestic servant.
Instead, the letter, its script in a stranger’s hand, said no further letters would arrive; that her dear friend had passed away.
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Acquiring herd immunity means building vaccine thrust on trust

Dear Editor,
Scientists have long said so-called herd immunity is needed
to slow down the spread of Covid-19. Herd immunity is when
70 percent or more of the population is protected from a virus,
either by becoming infected, or by being vaccinated. However,
with growing vaccine hesitancy, and the inequitable distribution
of vaccines contributing to the emergence of new variants, some
experts now doubt whether herd immunity can be achieved.
The numbers of new infections and deaths are rising steadily
internationally, even in countries that have been successful in
vaccinating a significant number of persons in their population.
If a vaccine is to immunise populations effectively against
Covid-19, then around 70 percent of people need to take the
shot. Trust is absolutely critical if we must achieve herd immunity, but with the ongoing pandemic, polls suggest that persuading people to take vaccines may be as difficult as producing
them in the first place.
The anti-vaccine minority movement (less than ten percent
of the world's population) that have existed much before this
pandemic have gained sway among the undecided that are sceptical about the new Covid-19 vaccines. This has resulted in this
minority growing in numbers, with many now of the belief that
the Covid-19 vaccine would actually be harmful to their health.
With the power of social media platforms, the Covid-19
vaccine has been painted as a wider government conspiracy to
exaggerate the dangers of Covid-19. However, the majority of
the hesitant public that question the vaccine are those individuals who have genuine concerns, and are open to vaccination, but
feel that they are not getting answers.
They then migrate to the anti-vaxxer end of the spectrum
that seems to more acknowledge their concerns. One of the
historic reasons for this is a failure by the medical establishment
to listen to the concerns of parents who may have doubts about
inoculating their children.
The establishment needs to work towards reassuring the pub-

Jamaica’s PM Andrew Holness receives the Covid-19
vaccination from Nurse Fiona Ellis earlier this year
lic that vaccines are not just being put into recipients to count
numbers and get to the perfect vaccine, but that there is human
empathy and caring in it as well. As long as there is no empathy
that forms part of a vaccination programme, herd immunity
could pose to be a serious challenge.
Never before has there been an attempt to vaccinate the
entire planet as fast as we are trying to do it now. The rich world
has most of the global vaccines supply. Of the jabs to have been
approved for use by stringent regulators, Pfizer and Moderna,
require storage at low temperatures making them more suitable
for use in the rich world.
The third vaccine given approval to be used is the Oxford
AstraZeneca, which offers wider and faster distribution as it can
be kept in a normal fridge and at a cheaper cost. However, most
of these too have already been snapped up by the rich world.
This acquisition has prompted many less fortunate countries
to turn to Chinese and Russian jabs when it is not yet completely
clear how safe or effective they are. Unlike the others, these were
approved before having gone through Phase 3 vaccine trials.
Countries like Chile, Mongolia, Seychelles, and Bahrain relied
on Chinese Covid-19 vaccines, and now have had to battle with
devastating surges of infection. All four trusted the easily accessible Chinese-made vaccine at a time when much of the world
was facing a shortage of precious doses.
New data coming in suggests these vaccines may not be
efficient enough to prevent the spread of Covid-19, but they do

offer some protection, and reduce the risk of severe infection,
hospitalisation, and death.
Around 60 percent of the populations of these countries
have been fully vaccinated. All four ranked among the top ten
countries with the worst Covid-19 outbreaks some months ago.
There is a clear political play on vaccines to gain soft power,
a major reason that has resulted in the uneven distribution of
effective vaccines and perpetuation of the pandemic. If jabs are
distributed according to global need, rather than being concentrated in rich countries alone, it could save one and a half
times more lives. But doing this would require levels of global
cooperation that have been lacking in recent years, a factor that
brings us far out of reach of herd immunity.
Vaccine inequity and hesitancy have even contributed to
another growing problem that is making us fall short of our
herd immunity goals. This is the emergence of new variants
of the Covid-19 coronavirus. As both factors perpetuate the
pandemic, this gives time for the virus to multiply, thrive in
humans, and evolve into variants that now threaten to evade the
effectiveness of our vaccines.
In countries like Israel where the mRNA vaccines, claimed to
be more effective, were used to vaccinate most of its population,
we still saw a recent surge of the Delta variant of the Covid-19
virus as this new variant has some ability to evade the vaccines.
The fear of the international bodies is that if the inequity and
hesitancy persist, then herd immunity would be a far cry away.
All this being said, the pandemic will end, one way or
another. The current spikes in cases and deaths are a result of
a novel coronavirus meeting naïve immune systems. What we
have seen from previous research with coronaviruses and postvaccination with the current vaccine is that, once the immune
system is exposed to the virus or its parts, some protection is
conferred, even if breakthrough or reinfections occur.
These tend to often be asymptomatic and seldom result in
severe disease hospitalisation or death. When enough people
have gained a level of immunity through either vaccination or
infection, preferably vaccination, the coronavirus will transition
to what epidemiologists call ‘endemic’. It would not be eliminated, but with the blanket of initial immunity laid down, there
will be fewer hospitalisations and fewer deaths from Covid-19.
Boosters can periodically reuptake immunity too. Cases may
continue to rise and fall in this scenario, perhaps seasonally, but
the worst outcomes will be avoided.
Dr Visham Bhimull, Trinidad & Tobago, via email.

Guyana-Suriname friendship enriches both nations
Joseph Harmon

David Hinds

Lives being endangered
Dear Editor,
Coalition leaders are dissuading Guyanese from taking
Covid-19 vaccines, with scant regard for their health and lives,
thus endangering innocent people and children by putting them
at risk. This is presumably to suit the agenda of making Guyana
ungovernable under a PPP/Civic administration.
David Hinds verbalised their intentions, saying, “undermine
the government”, which the Coalition’s avid supporters seem
willing to do, even if it costs them their lives and the lives of
loved ones.
The escalation of the coronavirus pandemic is decimating
families with seemingly no end in sight for the deadly virus.
It seems to be increasing in ferocity, especially in nations like
Guyana.
Prior to the advent of the PPP/Civic government, there were
scant governmental interventions and support for the afflicted
in particular. Similarly, there was hardly any interventions in the
wider society, which had been forced into a lockdown.
There were pressing needs by Guyanese from every community for protection from infection by the Covid-19 virus, and
also for nutritional sustenance. This need for nutritional sustenance ensued from a lack of employment and job opportunities,
and this was seriously exacerbated by the deadly pandemic.
It saw Dr Irfaan Ali, then President-elect at the time, mobilising teams countrywide for mask and food distribution exercises,
an effort that was even appreciated by Coalition-supporting
communities, particularly in light of the fact that the then de
facto Coalition government was ignoring their pressing needs.
As world data indicate, international Covid-19 infections
have surpassed 200 million cases; worldwide fatalities are
around 4.5 million dead. In Guyana, we are heading to 25,000
cases of infections, and we are approaching 600 fatalities.
Those among us who are rejecting the vaccines do so at
their own risk. Opposition Leader Joseph Harmon, and all the
Coalition leaders, are fully vaccinated. To urge persons not to be
vaccinated is putting innocent people’s lives at risk.
Anson Paul, Guyana, via email.
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Dear Editor,
between the technical teams from the two countries, and parThe just concluded State visit to Guyana by the powerful ticularly the positive approach by President Mohamed Irfaan
delegation from Suriname was a huge success. The meetings Ali, and President Chandrikapersad Santokhi – is a clear maniwere well-planned and carefully executed. The amicable rela- festation that our countries, and particularly our people, will
tionship between the two First families is highly appreciated, as benefit significantly.
it strengthens economic and political bonds.
Their Excellences expressed satisfaction at the signing of that
The Guyana-Suriname Business Council will certainly historic Air Services Agreement on December 7, 2020, between
strengthen the bilateral relationship between our two countries. our two countries. However, all Guyanese and Surinamese,
As newcomers in the oil and gas sector, both nations will be along with the wider population in this hemisphere, are looking
looking to allow each other’s Private Sectors to push sustainable forward to the construction of the Corentyne River Bridge. That
development in a more meaningful way to further strengthen bridge would further open up our two countries with a better
bilateral ties.
flow through the entire Caribbean and South America.
Expectations
The tourism secare sky high as
tor will certainly
Vice-President Dr
blossom, as our preBharrat Jagdeo is
cious ‘Lung of the
expected to lead
Planet’ – the rainanother
highforest – becomes
powered
team
more easily accesfrom Guyana to
sible to ecotourism.
Suriname, where
Our Caribbean
there will be thorsunshine, hospitalough discussions
ity, and that muchon the handling of
sought-after breath
any potential oil
of fresh air will
spill. Since Guyana
certainly create an
and Suriname share
influx of ecotourists
the powerful rain- Surinamese President, Chandrikapersad Santokhi (3rd from left), with
into our Guyanese
forest in this part Suriname’s First Lady Mellisa Santokhi-Seenacherry (2nd from left).
“slice of Paradise”.
of the world, the President Irfaan Ali is at left, with Guyana’s First Lady Arya Ali at right.
As for sports, it
meeting in Suriname will discuss the two countries’ preparation is most heartening to hear that we would have the restart of
for the important International Climate Change Conference, to the Inter Guiana Games. Our youths and students are lookbe held later this year.
ing forward to participating in, and competing at, the IGG.
It is heartening to know that the Guyana/Suriname Strategic Those Games exposed our youths to international competition
Dialogue Cooperation Platform, set up between both nations in at a very young age, and fostered better relations between our
November 2020, is functioning even better than expected.
nations.
As a result of the policy papers provided by the SDCP, both
Significantly, only students who are in school are allowed to
countries are presently benefiting from better coordination participate in these Games. Hence both countries recognise that
initiatives in foreign policy and political dialogue, environment, education is a must, and our students’ priority must be educasecurity, health, infrastructure and transportation, agriculture, tion. Our two nations are surely going to benefit from the two
investment, trade, and enhancement of the Private Sector.
governments’ excellent relationship.
The thorough discussions on the many issues that took place
Neil Kumar, Guyana, via email.
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Covid -19 In Guyana

Georgetown showing
alarming rise in cases

A school bus is set on fire by protestors in Berbice following the 2020 elections

Quest for power fuels racial tensions
Part 1 of 2
Spurious allegations of racism against Guyana’s ruling PPP/
Civic government are undoubtedly grounded in the quest for
power by the APNU+AFC coalition party.
The truth is racial divisions are not necessarily entrenched
in Guyanese society. Rather, racism has historically been fuelled
by certain politically motivated individuals who deliberately stir
the racial pot to suit their own selfish objectives.
Only when this happens do fears of racial tensions flare, putting the population on guard for potential racially motivated
crime and violence. The ensuing fallout creates a systemic perception that racism is rampant and fosters an underlying hatred
among those who may have been directly or
indirectly affected by any racial confrontation.
Ironically, racial tensions only seem to rise
when the PPP/Civic is in power. This is not
because the PPP/Civic creates such conditions,
but because the PNC (now the APNU+AFC
coalition) chooses to use race as a weapon to
deliberately attack the PPP/Civic for a variety of
unfounded reasons. In doing so, they try to garner the support
of both domestic and international audiences of the plight of
Blacks in Guyana.
While most individuals recognise the ploy of the PNC supporters, those who are misinformed tend to overreact, believing that Blacks are indeed suffering at the hands of Indians in
Guyana. On the contrary, racism against Indians has deeper
roots, originating in their economic success and rise in social
status following the abolition of slavery and Indentureship.
As a result, Indians have had to bear the brunt of racial discrimination.
In fact, there is an abundance of evidence to show that East
Indians have largely been the victims of racism. Yet Blacks
vigorously contend that they are subject to systemic racism.
The massive exodus of Indians to foreign shores, particularly
during the 1970s and 1980s, was largely due to fear of racial
discrimination and retribution for their economic success and
affiliation to the PPP.
Recent allegations of racism stem from the loss of power
by the APNU+AFC coalition at the 2020 elections. It so happens that the PPP/Civic emerged victorious at a time when the
country is on the verge of economic prosperity, largely due its
new-found oil wealth. The coalition was relishing the thought
of remaining in power, which was limited to only one five-year
term.
Its blatant attempts to rig the elections to remain in power
created chaos that lasted for more than five months, and was
only resolved following an intense court process, a recount of
votes, and the intervention of several foreign governments that
were adamant about the preservation of the democratic electoral process in Guyana.
That the APNU+AFC coalition lost power at a crucial
time in the country’s history, combined with its failure to
rig yet another election, hurt its supporters who believe that
APNU+AFC has a right to be in power.
This belief stems from the fact that PNC (now APNU+AFC)
illegitimately remained in power for almost a quarter of a century through rigged elections during the 1968-1992 period,
while the world turned a blind eye on its actions. It is also
widely believed that the 2015 elections were rigged to enable
the APNU+AFC coalition to return to power after 23 years in
the wilderness. In 2020, however, the world was watching more
intently.
Once PNC supporters recognised that the party had supposedly lost its “inalienable right” to power, allegations of racism
commenced with a fury, supported by mass protests. And to
create an aura of credibility, the PNC has successfully used the
American media, in particular, to draw attention to its manu-
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factured plight.
For instance, a mass protest in New York last month,
organised by Guyanese Organizations Against Racism, made
a strenuous attempt to highlight cases of racism against Blacks
in Guyana – from the firing of public servants to difficulties
in gaining Covid-19 grants and flood relief following massive
floods earlier this year. Most of the claims were largely groundless.
In response to allegations made by GOAR, Minister of
Parliamentary Affairs and Governance, Gail Teixeira, classified the ramblings of the organisation as “misinformation and
race-baiting”. Said Teixeira: “The PNC-dominated APNU+AFC
Coalition is in tatters. Race is the last
desperate thing that they have in opposition to hold on to. This, they have used
Dwarka
to divide the nation and increase ethnic
Lakhan
insecurities at each stage of Guyana’s history for the last 29 years whenever there is
a chance, an opportunity for the country
and the people to move forward and
thrive.”
She added that “their history of destruction, obstruction,
anti-nationalism, and division has not changed”. She also
accused the Opposition of peddling “untruths on a daily basis
with the objectives of causing division and strife and to destabilise the government’s ‘Plan for Prosperity’ which is rapidly
unfolding before our people’s eyes”, and accused the former
David Granger-led Coalition government of having carried out
the “most blatant racist policy experienced since the Burnham
era” of the 1970s and 1980s.
Incidentally, the quest for power among the two major political parties in Guyana – PPP and APNU – has always awakened
racial sentiments. Regardless of how the two parties have presented themselves to voters – as multiracial, all-encompassing,
inclusive, or otherwise – their absolute goal has always been to
secure power.
It goes without saying that the power struggle is entrenched
in the country’s deep racial divide – Indians versus Blacks which is manifested in support for either party, that is Indians
for the PPP/Civic and Blacks for APNU+AFC.
While it has been widely expected that there would be a shift
from racially aligned party allegiance, the underlying truth is
that the people have always voted largely along racial lines.
Although the emergence of minority parties have had the
potential to bridge the racial division by attracting voters who
are disenchanted with either party, they have never been able to
garner sufficient support to break the stranglehold of the two
major parties, and consequently the racial divisions that prevail.
Arguably, the major political parties might always be inclined
to play the racial card when in power. The PNC, however, has
openly played the card with a heavy hand whenever it had had
the opportunity to do so.
While shared governance, inclusionary democracy or greater
collaboration are theoretically feasible solutions for easing racial
tensions, they are practically impossible to implement. That is
because there will always be disagreement on how such solutions should be implemented. More important, the parties do
not trust each other, and for good reason.
The bottom line though, is that any party which wins the
general elections has a right to be in power. For now, the PPP/
Civic has that right, regardless of its racial orientation.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
the Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished
financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

Georgetown – Active infections from the coronavirus disease are now saturated within Georgetown, with health authorities monitoring some 409 positives in various communities, the
Guyana Times reported yesterday.
On Monday Health Minister Dr Frank Anthony highlighted
the alarming trend of rising positives cases within the capital
city noting that 400 active cases were divided into hotspots with
a general distribution of infections across Georgetown.
As of Monday, there were 409 cases in and around
Georgetown, Anthony revealed.
“That’s quite a lot, and when you disaggregate it, you see
places like Campbellville having about 37 cases, Sophia with 37
cases, Kitty with 29 cases, but almost every ward in Georgetown,
we have cases that are active. So, if people are not going to
adhere to the measures, we are going to see a significant increase
in these cases,” he said.
The recent surge in cases have led authorities to conclude
that there are more infectious variants circulating locally.
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Covid-19 variants are now
Apart from the increase
in circulation in Guyana.
in cases, we have also seen
an increase in hospitalisation,” Anthony said.
As of this week, Guyana’s active cases surpassed 1,900 cases.
According to Anthony, the rise in daily infections is triggering an increased hospitalisation rate, with the numbers in the
Intensive Care Unit doubling recently.
“Right now, we have 1,910 active cases across the country,
and in terms of hospitalisation, we have 104 persons who have
been hospitalised. At Ocean View, we have 78 persons in the
hospital right now, and we have 26 persons in the ICU. You can
see within a very short period of time our ICU numbers have
moved from about 12 right up to 26. This is showing that people
are getting infected, but they’re getting a more severe form of the
infection,” he revealed.
Once a person becomes infective, they are required to isolate
until recovery. Otherwise, it could effect a bigger spike in the
country, and thereby overwhelm the health system, Anthony
stated.
Meanwhile, officials are still pleading with persons to get
inoculated with the Covid-19 vaccine.
“One of the best ways that you can protect yourself is by getting vaccinated… If these people are not isolating themselves,
and they’re not wearing masks, not protecting others, a lot more
people can become infected,” a health official cautioned earlier
this week.
It was reported that over 800 new positive cases were reported by Health Ministry last week, along with 16 fatalities.
Also last week, Anthony emphasised that rising cases could
be linked to the circulation of a more infectious variant in the
country. While no genomic sequencing has been conducted to
definitively indicate the presence of a more infectious variant,
he indicated that it is highly likely.
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$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

GUYANA

Urgent need to settle Afghans in Guyana

We are a small
country with a
big heart; we
have a tradition
of helping others
in need, such as
Haiti, Venezuela,
& others...

By Ashook Ramsaran
& Dhanpaul Narine
he Caribbean-American Coalition Inc,
a civic organisation headquartered in
New York, overwhelmingly supports
the resettling of hundreds, perhaps thousands,
of Afghan families in Guyana. The Coalition
arrived at this conclusion after it received
numerous comments, and suggestions, in
favour of Afghan resettlement. One such
proposal is to increase the number to between
5,000 and 10,000 families as a humanitarian
contribution to the worldwide effort.
Guyana has a tradition of helping others in
need, such as assistance to Haiti, Venezuela,
least three years, as well as contributions for
and others. It is a small country with a big
infrastructure, schools, communications,
heart. It has a close economic and strategic
food, transportation, and energy.
partnership with the US, which desperately
The US State Department briefing on
needs global assistance in this effort. Apart
August 27, 2021, says, “The US welcomes
from Guyana, other Caricom countries should
any country or counties willing to resettle
take some of the displaced Afghans, with
displaced Afghans. The President has
Caricom taking the initiative.
allocated, a few days ago, another (US) $500M
A statement by the Caribbean American
for this resettlement effort.”
Coalition notes that, “Guyana should
Clearly then, the resettlement of Afghans
seriously consider resettling 500 (or more)
will not constitute a burden on the Guyanese
Afghan families in Guyana, working in
Afghan nationals on board a US Air Force C-17 awaiting take-off from the Hamid
economy.
close partnership with the US, which would
Karzai International Airport in Afghanistan last month
The Afghans are a resourceful and
certainly welcome Guyana’s contribution at
the people of Haiti to help them recover from
area, irrigation, access roads, and space for
enterprising people that will bring added
this crucial time”.
the recent earthquake. Guyana, and other
businesses. The use of readily available preinnovation to Guyana. It wouldn’t be long
There is an urgent need to resettle
nations, provided such assistance urgently
fabricated homes for quick, easy assembly may before “Afghan City” is adding to the diversity
displaced Afghans in countries that can
be obtained from the US’ Federal Emergency
for which Guyana is famous. According to the
adequately provide homelands and livelihoods to help Haitians rebuild homes, roads, and
businesses. Guyana was also in the forefront
Management Administration, which has large
New York Times, in addition to the US, 97
for these many families who have been
in helping the people of St Vincent and the
inventories of other much needed temporary
countries have agreed to take in Afghans, as
violently uprooted from their homeland in
Grenadines, following the eruption of a
housing items.
part of the resettlement program.
the maddening rush to depart Afghanistan
volcano in St Vincent.
It is estimated that the initial annual
Extending a humanitarian hand to Afghans
during the past weeks. The evacuation ended
But the resettlement of Afghans is a
costs could be (US) $100,000 to house and
is a win-win proposition for all. We urge
on August 31, 2021, when the US removed all
different matter. They desperately need a new
provide food per family. We believe that the
widespread community and Guyanese support
of its personnel, and many of those Afghans
homeland and the CAC considers this as a
US, United Nations, EU, and Caricom can
for this goodwill effort, and the leadership of
who assisted the US during its 20-year war in
rare, once-in-a-lifetime humanitarian, and
be persuaded to support this effort for at
Guyana to act quickly.
Afghanistan.
partnership opportunity, to provide a secure
The US is valiantly trying, in the most
and desperately needed homeland in Guyana
difficult conditions, to evacuate tens of
for displaced Afghans, and at a unique and
thousands of Afghans who provided valuable
Generously
Sponsored by
crucial time in history.
assistance to US Armed
The displaced Afghan
forces, contractors,
families can be relocated
news organisations,
from their temporary
schools, NGOs, human
transit locations in US,
rights advocacy, and
Middle East, and other
relief organisations. The
locations, with a complete,
situation in Afghanistan
detailed vetting process to
is unbearable to watch as
be done for all families to
scenes of desperation to
be resettled.
leave Kabul consume the
Most, if not all, of the
news, while bombings by
displaced Afghan families
extremist group(s) caused
are educated, English
tremendous loss of life (13
speaking, and trained,
US service personnel and
having worked for US
nearly 200 Afghan civilians
Armed Forces, contractors,
were killed). According to
security firms, news
US President Joe Biden, and
Joe Biden
organisations, schools,
the US State Department,
NGOs, and support services. They can fill
this attack on the US service personnel and
currently open positions in the expanding
Afghan civilians did not deter the US to
oil/gas/energy/security sectors, as well as can
complete the evacuation by August 31, 2021.
establish and perform off-site call centres,
It is uncertain as to what will happen in
agricultural projects, security and support
Afghanistan in the coming months.
services, business centers, and so on.
We know that there could be initial
Understandably, there are legitimate
logistical difficulties and internal objections
concerns, and this must be taken into account
to resettling some Afghan families in Guyana.
in a very strict vetting process, prior to
We are a small multi-ethnic country with a
admission.
big heart, a long history of assisting others in
CAC is convinced that Guyana-US
distress, a generous people, and we possess
Join us to celebrate Brampton trees by:
economic and strategic alliance would be
available space. We believe that Guyana can,
• learning about tree initiatives and programs
and should be a prime benefactor in absorbing reinforced, while Guyana’s worldwide image
• taking part in scheduled events and activities
of goodwill and humanitarianism would
and resettling some of the desperate Afghan
• grabbing a free tree as part of the Residential Tree Giveaway
be enhanced. Simultaneously, this initiative
families seeking new homelands. Guyana’s
• telling us what you think of Brampton’s natural spaces
would add to the cultural and ethnic diversity
decision to do so should take quick, bold,
(for a chance to win a prize)
of Guyana (some Afghans were among Indian
visionary, and decisive leadership, combined
indentured servants in Guyana).
with a view of humanity, and long-term
In addition, we envision continuing
interests. In so doing, Guyana can become
linkage, travel, transactions, and interaction
a shining star among nations with shared
Snap a photo of your favourite tree and
among Afghans in the US and Guyana –
interest and humanitarianism.
share on social media using #BramptonTrees
with tremendous short-term and long-term
We recognise that addressing poverty,
economic benefit, and the expansion of other
education, and healthcare in Guyana must
business opportunities.
also be of high importance. But this does
CAC suggests the immediate use of one
not detract from the fact that Guyana has a
Learn more at brampton.ca/trees
(1) or more closed sugar estate(s) in Guyana
tradition of helping others.
that has adequate land, housing spots, farming
We know that urgent aid was delivered to
AP Photo

T

September is

Brampton Tree Month!
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DIASPORA ACHIEVERS

Outstanding Sam celebrated for professional, family, & community successes

religious functions: regular or special prayer services
From Page 1
at Temples or homes, weddings, wakes, or funerals.
Sam’s retirement took effect on December 31, 2019,
Arguably, Sam is the most familiar face, and voice,
after attaining the status of Partner at Deloitte Canada,
throughout the Hindu community of Toronto.
his tenure with that “largest professional services firm
Several speakers at the Vishnu Mandir event noted
in the world” lasting 40 years.
that giving back to the community appears to be part
Sam’s accounting career began in 1979 when he
of Sam’s second nature. Pt Bhoj Sharma described
joined Deloitte (Thomas, Stoll, Dias & Co) in Guyana
Sam’s mission in life in three words: learning, earning,
after completing his education at Queens College and
returning: the process of educating oneself, using that
the University of Guyana, and before a six year stint
education to make a living, then giving back to society.
as a school-teacher. In 1981, along with wife Bidia,
While his father’s achievements are impressive,
and children Bindia and Aditya, the family moved
Aditya noted, “he wasn’t achieving them for his own
to England (where Ashwini was born). Deloitte in
sake… He spent a lifetime giving his time, attention,
Manchester retained him because of his exemplary
and expertise to those around him”.
work ethic.
And while he is outstanding in the fields of accountSam migrated to Canada in 1988. Once again, his Attending the event were Sam’s family members (l-r): David Lucaszuk
ing, singing, and charitable work, it is notable that Sam
diligence and his “six-days-a-week” and “12-hour- (son-in-law), Ashwini Persaud (daughter), Aditya Persaud (son),
is also at times out standing in another field with his
days”, as described by his son-in-law David, meant Bindia Persaud (daughter), and Bidiawatti Persaud (Sam’s wife)
around him,” Aditya says, adding that since in his early 20s, love for cricket.
retention by Deloitte in Canada.
As his good friend, Shiv Misir noted, Sam is a very talented
David notes that becoming a Senior Leader in such a desir- he worked with other community members to establish the
cricketing all-rounder; also, such is his energy level that he
able corporate entity was “a very impressive feat”; it was one [Industry/Cummings Lodge] Hindu Temple in the homeland.
Over the years, Sam’s commitment to community work did stands out, as well as outruns (and often runs out) most of the
that demanded “a huge amount of dedication” from his fathernot diminish with age; on the contrary – it grew exponen- other players on the field.
in-law.
Another close friend and associate, Cecil Ramnauth, who
Sam’s inspirational work ethic was born in the crucible tially. Today, he is known in almost every Hindu Temple in the
Toronto area, and even in the outskirts of
worked with him in the religious
of struggle for survival in England,
the GTA.
field, spoke highly of Sam, saying,
according to Bindia. She adds that
As evidence of this, last week’s celebration
“[As a past treasurer] Sam kept a
mom and dad had to raise three chilsaw attendees arriving from many Temples,
steady hand on the books and led
dren in a new country and in a new
either its priests, or singers/kirtan groups,
the Charity to the highest accountculture, while dad juggled bills even
or both.
ing and auditable standards. People
as he simultaneously worked and
Sam is a notable singer of repute, and has
were drawn to his ethic in a manner
studied for his Institute of Chartered
trained many young people in the art, as well
that they trusted him and his work,
Accountants credentials.
as to play the harmonium. Today, thanks to
and gave freely to the many mainBindia notes how her father “had
his good work, several Temples have Kirtan
tenance and outreach projects of
to stretch every dollar to make ends
groups.
the organisation. He was driven by
meet”; that, “those challenging times
Also, Sam was involved in organising and
core principles of honesty, integrity,
showed us the value of living a simconducting Sammelans and Summer Camps
transparency, trust, and morality.”
ple life, and made us a tight-knit
for kids in the GTA. He is an Executive
Ramnauth adds, “He was selfless
family”.
Member of the Hindu Federation, and is
and we drew on our collective synWhile the immigrant narrative to
presently working with others to secure
ergies as directors and worked as a
a new country is typically marked by
an all-consuming struggle to build Dhaman Kissoon pays tribute additional sites for the disposal of cremation Tamesh Lilmohan also spoke team… He gives freely. Once he gets
from the ground up, what sets Sam aside is even while focusing ashes and remnants from religious offerings, as well as this year’s to know you, it is like he is committed to your entire family. He
on constructing and stabilising a structure for his family, at the Ganesh Chaturthi. He also volunteers his time to maintain the makes time for others more than he makes time for himself. He
would take you or an entire group of people to support others
same time he also reached out to equally care for his community accounting records for a number of Hindu organisations.
Sam and his complement of (mostly) young singers/musi- at their time of grief without even asking to contribute for gas,
and culture.
“He’s always been dedicated to growing the community cians render their services willingly at absolutely no cost at and so on. Everything is on his dime.”
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from Rockstar (movie)

HARSHDEEP KAUR
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Let’s Celebrate Together

COVID-19: THE RECOVERY

Ask Jay...
Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

Benefit By Registering Basement Apartment

B
The Honourable Dr Ernest Hilaire, St Lucia’s Minister for Tourism, Investment,
Creative Industries, Culture, and Information (middle), with the Saint Lucia
Tourism Authority’s Marketing Manager for Caribbean & Events, Christopher
Gustave (far right) presents a special commemorative plaque depicting Saint
Lucia’s iconic twin pitons and niche markets to Caribbean Airlines’ Captain Dale
Harrison and accompanying crew members

CAL resumes operations to Saint Lucia
Castries – Caribbean Airlines resumed
commercial operations to Saint Lucia on
August 16 with a non-stop service from Piarco
International Airport, Trinidad. The arrival of
BW432 at George F.L. Charles Airport, marked
the airline’s first voyage to the destination since
closure in 2020 amid the global covid-19 pandemic.
St Lucia Tourism Minister,
The Honourbale Dr Ernest
Hilaire joined the Saint Lucia
Tourism Authority’s Marketing
Manager for Caribbean and
Events, Christopher Gustave in
commemorating the opening
of another key tourism source
market under the Caribcation
brand.
In 2019, the Caribbean was
recognised as Saint Lucia’s second largest market for stayover arrivals. The 83,466 Caribbean arrivals
recorded in 2019 was 7.2 percent more than
arrivals recorded in 2018. Trinidad and Tobago
accounted for 18,971 visitors, a year-on-year
increase of 10.56 percent.
Hilaire and Cristopher Gustave presented a
special commemorative plaque depicting Saint
Lucia’s iconic twin pitons and niche markets to
Caribbean Airlines’ Captain Dale Harrison and
accompanying crew members.
Hilaire noted, “We are delighted to see
the return of service to the destination with
Caribbean Airlines, and look forward to welcoming our returning nationals and visitors
from Trinidad and Tobago. The Caribbean

market is important to us and is one of our
largest source markets for visitors to Saint
Lucia. Having you back will certainly add a
lot of flavour in many ways. I am sure that our
smaller properties will be delighted and we
appreciate the ease of transportation between
our islands.”
Saint Lucia was the fifth
Caribbean destination added to
the CAL’s schedule for direct service into and out of Trinidad.
The SLTA is working with the
airline through a very targeted
digital campaign to promote the
flight, and on-island offerings
including accommodation, and
the most compelling experiences.
Caribbean
Airlines
CEO, Garvin Medera stated:
“Caribbean Airlines is delighted
to restart weekly service to St
Lucia, which is one of our beloved markets. The
enthusiastic welcome that we have received is
heartening, and we look forward to working
closely with the SLTA to connect Saint Lucia to
the region and beyond. The Caribcation campaign will serve to stimulate demand which
will be good news for all stakeholders.”
As Caribbean Airlines continues the phased
introduction of its commercial schedule, operations to Saint Lucia will take place weekly. On
Mondays the service will depart POS at 2 pm
and arrive at SLU at 3:05 pm with a same day
return.
For more information on the island of Saint
Lucia, click here.

From page 1
to still have to be careful, and follow public
health advice.”
Rambihar said soon the world will be divided “into the have, and have-nots”, meaning
persons “who have, and those who have not
had Covid-19 vaccines”.
He added, “Those with vaccines could still
get Covid-19, get sick and transmit it to others,
but likely will not get very sick or die. Those
who are not vaccinated will likely get very sick,
transmit a lot of virus to others, and could die.”
Now is the time to play your part, and help
yourself and the community, he declared.
Last week Global News reported that the
rising infection cases were largely being
fuelled by surges in British Columbia, Alberta,
Ontario, and Quebec. However, Global News
also reported that cases were also rising nearly
everywhere else, including in the Northwest
Territories.
It noted too that infections from the Delta
variant were making up about 90 percent of all
new cases, citing data released by the Public
Health Agency of Canada.
Global News also stated that federal modelling will be released on September 3, and may

likely show how much worse the fourth wave
could become without further public health
intervention. The last time a forecast was
released was July 30.
However, provincial doctors and modellers are not optimistic about September, with
Global News reporting Dr Allison McGeer, an
infectious disease physician in the Sinai Health
System in Toronto, saying if nothing changes,
there could be 7,000 cases per day in Ontario
by mid-October, well above the approximately
4,700 peak in early April.
In BC, Dan Coombs, a mathematics professor at the University of British Columbia and
member of the BC Covid-19 Modelling Group,
said the province could see 10,000 cases per
day in September. However, he said that public
health authorities would enact interventionist
measures to curb such a dire spread.
Global News also reported that Dr Joe
Vipond, an emergency physician in Calgary,
and co-founder of Masks4Canada, calculated that Alberta’s case numbers are doubling
roughly every 11 days.
Vipond said if that trend continues, then
Alberta could see 2,400 daily cases by the
middle of September.

Get the shot, follow public health advice
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uyers pay a premium for homes with registered basement apartments
because of the immediate income boost that they provide. Costs to retrofit and register existing basement apartments vary depending on the
municipality, size, and amount of work required. Newly built basement apartments can cost as much as $50,000, and most buyers do not have that kind of
cash. They will prefer to pay higher prices for homes with existing registered
apartments and work them into their mortgages.
Apartments that are not registered are illegal. Registered apartments can
help buyers qualify for higher mortgages. For example, an income of $1,300
per month can help buyers qualify for an extra $80,000 mortgage, and will
cover about $230,000 mortgage payments. With the new mortgage rules, this
is a boon for buyers. Registered apartments may already have good tenants,
and buyers will save on both time and cost. With Ontario’s fair housing plan,
registered apartments add to the already low rental housing stock, and are
much safer than apartment buildings with multiple stories, tenants, and elevators as they are accessible from the ground level. With population growth
the demand for rental units has increased, and with escalating home prices,
registered apartments are becoming trendy.
Liabilities are reduced once apartments are registered because rental units
must pass all final inspections, and homeowners must provide proof of insurance to the municipality. Many homeowners with unregistered apartments fail
to inform their insurance providers, and that can void their policy. Tenants,
neighbours, or anyone concerned can report illegal basement apartments,
and the enforcement officers will step in, and homeowners must legalise or
reconvert it back to a single-family dwelling, or face fines from $25,000 to
$50,000.
Tenants can apply for rent reductions if apartments do not meet health and
safety standards. In the event of an accident such as fire, flood, or slip and
fall, landlords will not be protected, and can be sued. Once registered, these
apartments attract good tenants because they are safe to rent.
There are many tax advantages as well. Rent is considered an income,
and owners can claim certain expenses, such as loss of rental income, proportionate share of utilities and mortgage interest, and cost for repairs and
maintenances of rental suites. If rental loss is greater than the rental income,
that loss can be written off against an individual personal income. My advice
is to open a separate account, keep proper records, and consult your accountant.
Legal basement apartments do not impinge negatively on communities, and
do not create overload on services such as sewer and garbage. Most families
living in basement apartments are small. Some municipalities offer incentives
such as refund on building permits, increase garbage allowances, and two
mailboxes to accommodate homeowners.
Forgivable grants up to $25,000 are available from time to time for low or
medium income homeowners to renovate and register their basement apartments. The intention is to create affordable, safe, and sustainable rental
units.
How do you make secondary apartments legal? To register apartments,
they must meet the town’s Zoning By-Law, the Ontario Building Code, the
Fire Code and Electrical code. If constructed without a building permit, homeowners must apply for one. Apartments must be upgraded to meet applicable
codes and pass final inspections.
For new secondary units, homeowners must apply for building permits before building, and once they have passed all final inspections, they must be
registered. Registered apartments are re-inspected every three years, or
upon change of ownership. The registration can be revoked if homeowners
fail to maintain the required standards.
Registered apartments provide extra income for homeowners, safety for
tenants, and are the most cost-effective way to provide affordable accommodations. It’s an income booster for buyers and a price booster for sellers.

Jay Brijpaul
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Better savings start here

The Indelible Red Stain

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.
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The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com
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Private Funding
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DIASPORA: GRENADA

India’s 75th Anniversary of Independence celebrated in Grenada

A

special celebration and award ceremoUniversity for 40 years. He was appointed the Dean
ny headed by the Office of the Honorary
of University Alumni Affairs in 1983, and was instruConsul of India to Grenada in honour of the
mental in establishing the Orphans and Elderly Fund
75th Anniversary of the Independence of India took
and the Grenada Association of Retired Persons. Rao
place on August 15, 2021, at the Botanical Gardens,
was honoured for his valuable contributions to the
Tanteen, in St George’s.
fields of medicine and medical education.
A small group gathered to commemorate the bravDr Jennifer Japal-Isaacs is a medical doctor who
ery of freedom fighters who fought for their indepenspecialises in dermatology, and has been in private
dence from British rule. India became free from the
practice since 1981. She has served as President of
200-year British colonisation on August 15, 1947. The
the Grenada Medical Association, treasurer, and
road to freedom was led by Mohandas Karamchand
executive member of the Caribbean Dermatology
Gandhi during WWI, and Jawaharlal Nehru became
Association, founding member of the Caribbean
India’s first prime minister as an Independent nation. The Honorable Oliver Joseph (at right in all photos) presents awards
College of Family Physicians, and founding member
Both Grenadian and Indian flags were raised, while to recipients (clockwise) Dr C.V. Rao, Dr Jennifer Japal Isaacs, Dr
of the Indo-Grenadian Heritage Foundation.
national anthems were sung for each country. Notable Narasimhan Prabhakar, & Telfor Bedeau
She has also been a member of the Grenada Music
Indo-Caribbeans and Grenadians were honoured
Society, and has produced and directed two classical
during a special award ceremony that recognised their
concerts. She was honoured for her exemplary service
significant contributions to Grenada.
in the fields of dermatology and the arts.
Dr Keshav Mandalaneni was MC at the event, and
Dr Narasimhan Prabhakar has worked for the
he shared some Independence Day remarks. The
Ministry of Health for ten years, and St George’s
Honorary Consul of India to Grenada, Shadel Nyack
University for the past 30 years in various capacities
Compton, delivered the welcome remarks, and His
during his teaching career. He has also worked in the
Excellency, Mr. A. K Sahu, High Commissioner of
field of mental health almost all of his life. Prabhakar
India to Trinidad & Tobago with responsibility for
was honoured for his contributions to the developGrenada, Dominica, and Monserrat, made a video
ment and progress of mental health, psychiatry,
address.
and medicine in the tri-island nation of Grenada,
The feature address was delivered by the Hon. Oliver
Carriacou, and Petite Martinique.
Joseph, Minister of Foreign Affairs, International
Telfor Bedeau is a distinguished explorer, carBusiness and Caricom Affairs.
tographer, and pioneer of hiking & guided tours in
the Government and People of the Republic of India for this
His Excellency Sahu reminded the community of its shared kind gesture.”
Grenada. He is a natural treasure who has mapped Grenada
resilience, noting, “In this challenging time, we want to remind
Minister Joseph added, “Grenada has enjoyed and continues by hand, navigating every nook and cranny, and has climbed
ourselves of our resilience to gather and move on with renewed to enjoy, a fruitful cooperation with India since the establish- Mount Saint Catherine, the island’s highest peak, 217 times – at
hope and work towards a better and brighter future. It is a time ment of diplomatic relations on October 1, 1975. The engage- one point, twice in one day!
to reassure our friends and partners that we will play a con- ment between both countries has been constant through the
Bedeau was honoured for being Grenada’s greatest cartograstructive role in a time of global crisis.”
numerous cooperation initiatives that exist between our coun- pher, explorer, and eco-tourism advocate.
Minister Joseph expressed his gratitude and appreciation tries.”
The awardees received plaques of appreciation presented by
for the strong relations of Grenada and India, saying, “Even
Four distinguished individuals were awarded for stellar con- Honorary Consul of India to Grenada, Shadel Nyack Compton,
amidst this global pandemic, India was one of the first G20 tributions in their fields of expertise. The awardees were Dr C.V. and Minister Joseph. Marlene Neptune delivered the closing
countries to donate vaccines to developing countries all over Rao, Dr Jennifer Japal-Isaacs, Dr Narasimhan Prabhakar, and remarks.
the world to help curb the effects of the deadly coronavirus. Telfor Bedeau.
This special ceremony is now an annual event that is open
Grenada was privileged to be one of those countries. I wish to
Rao is one of the pillars in the field of medicine and medi- to all to celebrate the fight for freedom, and the achievements
reiterate the Government of Grenada’s profound gratitude to cal education, teaching and training students at St George’s made following Independence.
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DATELINE: NEW YORK

Why we support Eric Adams for Mayor of New York City

make waves in the Borough. For example, Adams digitised the
By Ashook Ramsaran & Dhanpaul Narine
application process for community board members, worked to
efore Eric, there was Bernie, his brother. It was Bernie
provide affordable housing, re-zoned parts of East New York,
Adams, and his colleague Eddie Bell, who worked with
and moved government agencies to free up land spaces.
the Indo-Caribbean community to make the Phagwah
In terms of education, Adams proposed policies for
Parade the biggest street festival in Queens, New York.
It was 1990, and the local Community Boards were opposed inclusion in the public schools, and paid special attention to
technology and computer literacy.
to the Parade. But on one chilly
He also supported free education in
evening, Bernie Adams stood and
the community colleges.
spoke in favour of the Parade, and its
Health education played
value to the immigrant community.
a prominent role in his
Bernie Adams and Eddie Bell
administration, with the creation
were attached to the Community
of lactation rooms in municipal
Affairs Unit of the 106th Precinct in
buildings in Brooklyn, and his
Queens, where a large concentration
‘Meatless Mondays’ program in
of immigrants lived. Today, the
public schools. Adams is a vegan.
Phagwah Parade is an established
He was re-elected to Brooklyn
institution in New York City.
Borough Hall in 2013 with an
The Adams family has always
80 percent mandate from the
been one of service. Eric Adams
electorate. Under his administration,
was a cop in the NYPD for 22 years,
Borough Hall became accessible to
where he rose to the rank of captain.
the community, and programs were
He was visible, he spoke out against
held there to reflect the diversity of
wrongdoings in the Department, and Eric Adams with Dr Dhanpaul Narine at
cultures.
made racial equity the centerpiece of the Shri Trimurti Bhavan, a Hindu temple
This brings us to the 2021
in Queens, New York
his message.
Mayoral campaign, and the reasons why we are supporting
In 1995, Adams co-founded a group called ‘100 Blacks in
Adams. It was evident from his popularity that Adams was
Law Enforcement Who Care.’ He brought to the organisation
going to run for Mayor of New York City. He established a
personal experiences of police brutality. He was beaten by
broad-based coalition, the aim of which was to sound out the
police when he was 15 years old. When he became a cop, he
response of various communities. In addition, he wanted to
wanted to change the police from the inside. Adams graduated
involve and incorporate diverse views in his programs. Adams
second in his class at the Police Academy, and went on to earn
toured many districts and denominations to get his message of
a BA from John Jay College, and an MPA from Marist College.
inclusion to wider New York.
After a high-profile career in the NYPD, it was natural
At the Shri Trimurti Bhavan, a Hindu temple in Queens,
that Adams would gravitate to politics. In 2006, he won a seat
he said he would focus on quality-of-life issues. He promised
in the New York Senate and went on to serve until 2013. He
that one of the first things he would do as Mayor is to sign off
is remembered for supporting a pay raise for legislators, but
on Diwali as a school holiday. He also pointed out that gun
perhaps his lasting legacy was an opponent of the City’s “stop
violence was a major problem in New York. The statistics bear
and frisk” policy. Adams argued that such a policy singled out
this out. In 2021, gun violence increased by over 60 percent.
the Black and Latino populations. He said that honesty was an
Adams concludes that the prosperity and well-being of a
important factor in dealing with police brutality.
Adam’s advocacy resonated with different groups and he ran community is linked to safety. If people are safe, it will affect
their lives positively, from work to leisure.
in 2013 for Brooklyn Borough President. He won this handily
Adams is not opposed to reinstating plainclothes police, and
with over 90 percent of the votes. This mandate allowed him to

B

he might revisit the “stop and frisk” policy to see if changes
could be made to it. But a major problem is the regularity
in which guns could be brought into New York from other
States. Adams wants to close the loopholes, and he will bring
legislation in the City Council to outlaw gun trafficking.
He will appoint the first woman police commissioner, place
an emphasis on transparency, address diversity, and make it
easier for “good cops to identify bad cops”.
Adams has pledged to bring efficiency in government. He
will have an “Efficiency Czar” to oversee standards and his aim
is for ordinary citizens to have greater access to city agencies.
An innovative idea is to allow, “lawfully permanent
residents and other non-residents, authorised to work in the
US, the right to vote”.
In terms of education, he wants to create “the best learning
experience in the world”, but it may prove challenging to
motivate students and parents to buy into the idea of virtual
learning. Adams plans to open school buildings on weekends.
This is a great idea, especially in poor neighbourhoods. There
should also be policies to involve and widen the participation
of PTAs. There is no doubt that by working together, the
community and schools can help to promote the total child.
One summer, District 75 rolled out a yoga program
to calm the temperature in the building. It turned out to
be exciting and beneficial. Those were the days before
smartboards in classrooms. It is refreshing to see that Adams
plans to introduce a “universal program of meditation and
mindfulness” at the start of each day. The smartboards could
be linked to meditation sites in classrooms.
There is much more that Adams has proposed in education,
from technical education to a comprehensive life skills
curriculum, and programs for students with disabilities, all
of which will help to achieve equity in education. A teachercentric approach to education that includes training, improved
salaries, and teacher recognition for outstanding results would
help reinforce a sound education plan.
Bernie Adams says, “From the time we were kids, Eric was
always looking forward, and just had this energy about him –
you knew he wasn’t going to stop until he reached his goals. As
I stated on the night of the primary, Eric will continue fighting
hard for all the citizens of New York.”
Eric Adams will make an outstanding Mayor, and he has
our support.
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The staff and members at the
Carpenters’ Union Local 27
would like to wish
everyone a safe and
Happy Labour Day! We hope
that everyone takes the day to
relax and spend time with
family and friends!

222 Rowntree Dairy Road | Woodbridge, ON L4L 9T2 | T: 905-652-4140 | www.ubc27.ca
@carpenters27
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AUTHORS' CORNER

Diaspora Must Reads

The Other
Windrush:
Legacies of
Indenture
in Britain’s
Caribbean
Empire

B

etween the arrival of the HMT Empire Windrush in
1948 and the passing of the 1971 Immigration Act,
half a million people traveled to the UK from the
Caribbean. In the aftermath of the 2018 Windrush Scandal, the
story of the Windrush Generation is more widely known than
ever. But is it the whole story?
Through a series of biographical essays, poems and articles,
The Other Windrush shines a light on the hidden history of
a “minority within a minority”: Caribbean migrants of Indian
and Chinese descent – often the descendants of Indentured
labourers – who were the “invisible passengers” of the
Windrush generation.
Both highlighting the diversity of their lives and cultural
backgrounds, and delving into the largely forgotten history
of the system of indenture in the British Caribbean, The
Other Windrush makes a unique addition to the literature on
migration and the British Empire.
The book’s editors are Maria del Pilar Kaladeen and David
Dabydeen.
Maria del Pilar Kaladeen is a writer and Associate Fellow
at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies. She is the author of
With Eyes of Wonder: Colonial Writing on Indentured Indians
in British Guiana, 1838-1917.
David Dabydeen is an award-winning poet and novelist
who worked at the University of Warwick’s Yesu Persaud
Centre for Caribbean Studies. He previously served as
Guyana's Ambassador and Permanent Delegate to UNESCO
and as Ambassador to China.

‘One-Armed Sister’ on Prize shortlist

B

arbadian author Cherie Jones has made it on the
shortlist for this year’s Women’s Prize for Fiction in the
UK for her novel How The One-Armed Sister Sweeps
Her House.
The Women’s Prize for Fiction is an annual, international
celebration of women’s creativity. It is now in its
26th year, and celebrates excellence, originality,
and accessibility in writing by women
throughout the world.
This year’s Women’s Prize for Fiction
shortlist includes two British authors, two
American authors, Barbados’ Jones, and one
Ghanaian/American author.
The six books were selected by the Chair
of Judges Bernardine Evaristo and her judging
panel: podcaster, author, and journalist
Elizabeth Day; TV and radio presenter,
journalist and writer Vick Hope; print
columnist and writer, Nesrine Malik; and news
Cherie
presenter and broadcaster Sarah-Jane Mee.
In the Washington Post’s review of How
The One-Armed Sister Sweeps Her House,
Hamilton Cain describes it as “a stunner”.
As Cain notes, the novel is mostly set in
Barbados “during the sultry summer of
1984”.
Additionally, “Eighteen-year-old Stella,
known as Lala to all but her grandmother
Wilma, is about to give birth to her first
child. Her husband, Adan, a professional
thief, is a ‘giant’ of a man, all swagger.
They live in a rickety stilt-house at the
fringe of Baxter’s Beach, an affluent resort
that caters to foreign, predominantly
White, tourists, an Eden where ‘you can
watch the early-morning swimmers take
their tentative steps into water bathed in
the lilac and orange hues of sunrise… You
can watch the women, especially, lay back
and float so that their silky strands of hair
fan around their heads.”
Cain affirms Jones’ fastidious crafting, saying her
“evocation of Barbados is exquisite, her brushwork assured, as
she portrays pink sands and gated villas, decrepit hospitals and
24-hour convenience stores”.
Cain adds, “For income, Lala braids hair along the beach,
estranged from Wilma, who has sniffed the corruption on
Adan and turned her face away. Adan manages to hover just

beyond the reach of the law; his rages fuel the novel’s action.
These star-crossed lovers are no Romeo and Juliet, but neither
are they Bonnie and Clyde; they’ve been sentenced to their
fates by a social order that preys on the poor.”
Also, “Jones detonates a couple of narrative grenades in the
opening pages, igniting a tale that reads as equal
parts literary thriller and a nuanced exploration
of race and class, the violence that passes down
from generation to generation like a mutated
gene.”
Writing for the Guardian, reviewer
Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett introduces Jones’ text
by noting that “[when] a novel is described as
‘unflinching’, you know you are in for a tough
read”.
Cosslett tells us that at times How The OneArmed Sister Sweeps Her House feels relentless.
Says Cosslett: “It includes murder, rape,
sexual assault at gunpoint, incest/child abuse,
Jones
domestic violence, and the death of
a baby. Jones’ descriptions are vividly
haunting, and she uses setting and
landscape to compound the horror: the
beach ‘stinks of stewing moss, sargassum
seaweed and the putrefying guts of
beached fishes’, the plantation’s driveway
is ‘fringed by cabbage palms that legends
say still hang heavy with the souls of the
slaves who had been drenched in cane
juice and tied there to be tortured by the
stings of red ants’.”
Perhaps Cosslett is also overwhelmed,
saying, “Were I not reviewing it, I might
have tried to put it down – I say ‘tried’,
because the book is intensely compelling,
as well as a lesson in narrative control.
You are ensnared in a web with these
characters and their trauma; their
claustrophobia becomes your own. It’s a
startling achievement. There is very little
light in this novel, but what shines through instead is a pitiless
truth that stays with you long after the story ends.”
This year’s winner of the Women’s Prize for Fiction will be
announced on September 8 at an event in Bedford Square
Gardens in London, England. The winner will receive £30,000,
and a limited-edition bronze known as a “Bessie”, created and
donated by the artist Grizel Niven. Both are anonymously
endowed.

Our vigilance needed in an increasingly fragile world

T

he horrors of Afghanistan and the attack on
democracy in the US have demonstrated the fragility
of institutions and lives. In Canada we face an
upcoming federal election. The stakes are high and we must
be vigilant. We are fortunate that we have a multicultural
population and democratic institutions that have stood the test
of time. We have a lot to be thankful for. Our land is bountiful
and the blessings are many.
Many countries around the world admire our peaceful and
progressive way of life. We are, however ,
a part of the family of nations that make
up the world we live in. No man is an
Bernard
island. We are shocked by what we see in
Heydorn
Afghanistan, and the drama and trauma of
Trumpism in the US, our biggest trading
partner and neighbour to the south.
Unfortunately, election times can
quite often bring out the worst elements in our midst. The
politicisation of Covid-19’s coronavirus and anti-vaccination
propaganda is an example. The effects of disinformation,
conspiracy theories, religious extremism, and the morphing of
different groups in society, have shed light on such citizenry.
These are folks looking for a new world order, be it
communism, Nazism, fascism, Isis, Taliban, radicalised
religions, the brainwashed, and the disenchanted. The list is
endless, Trumpism being the most recent example. Members
have a number of things in common.
They follow leaders who cast a spell over them. The leaders
appeal not to our “better angels”, but to the lowest elements
in human nature. The excesses in the actions of the Taliban,
Adolph Hitler, Donald Trump, the American religious leader
Jim Jones, and the infamy of Jonestown in Guyana, are perfect
examples. Death and suicide are often part of the script. We
see that in the anti-vaxxers movement in different parts of the
world. We see that in Afghanistan. We see that in tyrants and
despots in history, including Hitler in Germany.
These individuals and movements divide families,
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neighbours, groups, institutions, and religions, resulting in
suspicion, mayhem, civil disorder, and generally an attack
on democracy, evidenced in the attack on the Capitol in
Washington in the US on January 6.
They share massive misconceptions, such as the coronavirus
has been concocted by a global elite for sinister purposes,
and that the elections in the US were rigged. They believe in
a parallel culture, even if it results in civil war, is dystopic,
totalitarian, or post-apocalyptic, as seen in Afghanistan and
Trump’s America.
In this parallel world, science and
medicine are the enemies. Vaccines are
bad. Lockdowns are bad. You can see
the signs on our streets. Masks are bad.
Vaccine passports are bad. Democracy
is dictatorship! Double talk is good. The
planet is there for our use and abuse.
Who are these groups? Bad Boys and racist groups in the
US and other places come to mind. Threats, bullying, violence,
and intimidation are readily used. Google, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Fox News, and other political outlets are there to
use and abuse to get messages across.
At election time, these folks come out, not like a thief in
the night but openly, taking advantage of the freedoms in
democratic societies, and the peace and goodwill of lawabiding folks. The Canadian government has already indicated
that they have difficulty dealing with such actors.
They are not difficult to identify in our citizenry. They are
anti-immigrants, racists, homophobic, anti- Muslim, and antiJewish; anti-science, anti-climate control, anti-vaxxers.
They try to sugar-coat their messages with more than a dash
of lies, misinformation, propaganda, knowing which buttons to
press. They can be seen in the extremist right wing, radicalised
groups and individuals in our country, politicians, and in the
political system.
While evidence all points to the efficacy of vaccines in our
battle against Covid-19, they proclaim the opposite, what some

Supporters of Donald Trump in Washington prior to
storming the US Capitol on January 6 this year
call, “a confederacy of dunces”.
Many of our citizenry have fled from dictatorships,
tyrannies, poverty, racism, persecution because of sexism,
racism, colour, religion, classism, and other horrors. We are
not going back there! Never! Hell, never!
We will continue to stand on guard for Canada in this, and
in future elections. We must vote for our own survival, and the
survival of our planet; for our world, a family of nations; for
our children and grandchildren.
Complacency will not work. Remember the old adage: there
are people who make things happen, others who watch things
happen, and those who wonder what happened.
If the creeks don't rise and the sun still shines, I’ll be talking
to you.
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TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

T&T ‘dangerously exposed’

Lionel Jagessar Jr (l-r), Prashaant Ramdass, Kenneth Supersad, George Singh, Nisha Ramsook, Master
Saleem, Kishore Wizzy Ramdath, & Veejai Ramkissoon at the ‘Let’s Get Vaccinated’ video launch last week

Chutney artistes produce vaccination advocacy video
Port-of-Spain – With vaccine hesitancy hindering full delivery of Covid-19 shots to the population of Trinidad and Tobago,
a number of top chutney soca artistes has taken up the drive to
advocate for nationals acquiring inoculations.
To this end, last week the group released a music video that
encourages vaccination.
“The coronavirus spreading across the nation/So it is important to get the vaccination,” former Chutney Soca Monarch Ravi
B sings as he opens the song, ‘Let’s Get Vaccinated’.
Written by singer and comedian Kenneth Supersad, and
produced by Kishore ‘Wizzy’ Ramdath, the song also features Master Saleem, Savita Singh, Rawytee Ramroop, Adesh
Samaroo, Nisha Ramsook, and Veejai Ramkissoon.
The video is produced by Playback Production and Verne
Tikasingh, and features Oropouche East MP Dr Roodal
Moonilal, who brought the idea to Southex Promotions.
In the chorus, the artistes sing: “Take the vaccine, take the
vaccine and let us be wise/Put your mask on, social distance,
and sanitise/Do not sit down and wait, do not hesitate/Take it
now, before it is too late.”
At last week’s launch in San Fernando, Southex Promotions
CEO George Singh Jr said Moonilal approached him last month
with a genuine concern about vaccine-hesitant nationals, especially since he lost friends to the disease.
Singh said Moonilal assisted and initiated the project with
financial support from the business community.
“It is wonderful that chutney soca artistes came together to

do this project. It contains a song, a music video, and we are
hoping this will motivate people to go out and get vaccinated,”
Singh said.
Singh said people continue to die daily in Trinidad and
Tobago, with over 1,200 families mourning the loss of loved
ones due to Covid-19. The authorities did well by getting vaccines, and making them available to the public, he said.
However, misinformation on social media is causing some
people to refuse the vaccine. While he respected a person’s
decision to not take the vaccine, at the same time he wanted to
deliver all available information.
Vaccine-hesitant nationals should consult their doctors and
rethink their position, he said. Vaccination is the only way out
of a pandemic that has traumatised the world for almost two
years, he declared.
Southex Promotions released the music video on its YouTube
channel, Southex ‘Live’ Events on a special episode of NAH!,
which is a show that uses comedy to showcase artistes.
In the special episode, Moonilal asked nationals to get vaccinated, unless they have medical reasons. He also asked that
they encourage family and relatives who are between the ages
of 12-18 to get vaccinated, as their lives and those around them
may depend on it.
He also made the plea after losing close friends and constituents to Covid-19, adding that vaccination was the only way back
to normal life.
Click here to view the video.

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago is “dangerously
exposed” to Covid-19 and its variants, Prime Minister Dr Keith
Rowley warned last week. At this time, despite Trinidad and
Tobago having enough shots available to vaccinate its entire
population, only 28 percent of nationals are fully vaccinated,
with just 36 percent receiving at least a first dose after five
months of vaccinations.
Rowley said he was disappointed with the low vaccine uptake
while comparing Trinidad and Tobago’s vaccination rate with
Mississippi in the US, which is now facing a virtual health system collapse due to surging Covid-19 infections.
“So compare Mississippi
with a 36 percent (fully vaccinated population), and we
are 28 percent. Can we expect
to perform better than that
population?” Rowley asked.
Further, “The only inference we can draw from
that situation is that we
are exposed. We are very
exposed. We are dangerously
exposed. But we can do something about it by improving
the level of vaccination in the
country. That is the long and
Keith Rowley
short of the story.”
In an attempt to capture a wider segment of the population
in its vaccination drive, Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh
last week indicated that the programme will now be expanded.
One-shot Johnson & Johnson doses initially allocated for
use in rural communities and within the prison population will
now be made available at all health centres. Since the Johnson
& Johnson rollout began late last month, only 1,043 doses were
administered.
Deyalsingh said vaccination outreach will be expanded to
public spaces such as malls and groceries for easier public access.
Teachers and healthcare workers will also be able to access
the Pfizer-BioNTech doses initially allocated for use by children
and pregnant women only. Deyalsingh also said children will
still be given priority for the doses, but with a November expiration date, doses must be administered soon, or risk spoiling on
the shelf.
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UNC says ongoing lockdowns not a solution
Port-of-Spain – The government of Trinidad and Tobago
owes it to the public to outline the comprehensive plan it has in
place to combat Covid-19 in the coming months, as “lockdown
after lockdown” cannot be the answer, the Opposition UNC
has said.
As MP for Fyzabad Dr Lackram Bodoe outlined earlier
this week, it is now 18 months
into the pandemic, and many
countries have accepted they
must now live with the coronavirus moving forward.
“What is this government’s
plan to allow us to survive,
knowing that the virus will be
with us for some time? Surely,
it cannot be lockdown after
lockdown,” Bodoe said.
He added, “Tell us at what
number of Covid-19 cases you
will even allow for the opening
up of the economic and recreational spaces, for example,
Damian Lyder
in-house dining, and beaches.
At what level of cases will you decrease the curfew hours, and
eventually end the State of Emergency? Or is it going to be
the same wait-and-see game, with no clearly defined action
points, with decisions being announced somewhat arbitrarily at
Saturday press conferences?”
Bodoe said unless the government lays out its comprehensive
plan, there will continue to be mistrust, a high level of vaccine
hesitancy, and nationals will not take the government seriously.
The result would be Trinidad and Tobago “not going anywhere anytime soon”, he said.
Said Bodoe: “I’m not for one moment saying that we should
let our guard down and facilitate reckless or irresponsible
behaviour. I am not saying that we should take our eyes off
the limited capacity of our healthcare system, especially with
the threat of the deadly Delta variant. But let us not forget
that many of our non-Covid patients continue to suffer while
waiting for urgent treatment at our hospitals, and this is a particularly neglected group, and I wanted to pay attention to this.”
Bodoe claimed that while Trinidad and Tobago was in the
fortunate position of having separate facilities to treat Covid-19
patients, staff from the regular healthcare system is deployed
to the parallel healthcare system, leaving the regular system in
need, and with less resources to treat non-Covid patients.
“So, this rosy picture of parallel healthcare systems running
smoothly, often painted by the Minister of Health, is a myth
that will be most closely examined in the upcoming budget
debate, when we get the opportunity to examine the govern-

ment’s expenditure on the health sector, and what citizens have
received, or not received,” Bodoe stated.
Meanwhile, UNC Opposition Senator Damian Lyder called
on the government to listen to the business sector and civil
society and recalibrate the current curfew from 9 pm to 5 am to
midnight to 5 am.
Lyder stressed that the
current curfew presents significant challenges for retailers, manufacturers, and other
business operators.
“These curfew restrictions
impact manufacturing, they
impact the retail sector. And
I empathise with the reported
thousands of retailers who will
either not reopen after this
State of Emergency, who are
thinking not to reopen, or who
will face further losses and by
the end of the three months
will not reopen,” Lyder said.
Lackram Bodoe
He cited concerns over the
curfew that were raised by Trinidad and Tobago Chamber of
Commerce CEO Gabriel Faria.
“Local manufacturers, according to Faria, typically operate in
shifts from 6 am to 2 pm, and then a second shift between 2 pm
to 10 pm. [Faria] called for a midnight, and midnight to 5 am
curfew, to accommodate a second shift. As I think further that
manufacturers are forced to close their doors between 6 pm and
7 pm to facilitate staff reaching home before the 9 pm curfew,”
Lyder said.
He also noted that Trinidad and Tobago was also heading
into what is traditionally the peak period for retail business,
with Diwali and Christmas seasons approaching.
“This 9 pm to 5 am curfew is in place under a State of
Emergency that will end in November, in the heart of the peak
season,” said Lyder. He noted this will not only impact sales, but
the manufacturing and export market as well.
“This limits manufacturers from getting to the capacity from
manufacturing to supply the requirements and the demands
of a reopening economy. Furthermore, the continued curfew
restrictions over the next three months will make it difficult for
manufacturers to respond to the increased demand for goods
and services for reopening export markets, regionally and internationally,” he said.
Lyder also revealed he receives calls daily from individuals
and families seeking help to survive, and from business colleagues asking for small loans to get them through this difficult
time since banks are refusing to lend.

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago’s Archbishop Jason
Gordon has extended a plea to vaccine-hesitant nationals,
pleading with them to act responsibly and take the Covid-19
vaccination. He delivered the request on Sunday in his homily to a sparse congregation while
on the pulpit for the Living Waters
Community Holy Mass.
“I am asking you: Please, please,
please, please. Get vaccinated. There
is spurious information circulating
that is stopping people from being
vaccinated. The way to celebrate this
Independence and the gift you can
give your country is to please, please,
please, get vaccinated. Let’s save each
other from this,” he said.
Trinidad and Tobago marked it
59th year of Independence from
Britain on Monday.
Gordon said 65 percent of the
anti-vaccination misinformation
that was circulating on Facebook
came from 12 influential social
media users. He also urged citizens
to listen to the experts and to the
science before making their choice
to vaccinate.
“There is no science that says you
will get a chip in your arm from Bill
Jason
Gates, or that China will be able to
track you. There is no science in that whatsoever. We know that
99.3 percent of people who have died from Covid-19 from May
this year were unvaccinated people. That is the science. The
undisputed fact is unvaccinated people are dying at a higher rate
than vaccinated people. That is the fact, you cannot dispute the

numbers,” he said.
He said it was painful to deliver his homily to an empty
church, but warned that things could get worse if nationals
refuse vaccinations.
“As long as there are huge pockets
of people who are not vaccinated,
the schools will stay closed again;
businesses will be closed again; the
Church will be closed again, and
social life is going to remain what it
is right now,” Gordon added.
The Church had set up a south
vaccination centre in its parish for
people to get vaccinated, he said.
Gordon revealed he spoke with
several scientists, who all agree that
vaccination was the second line of
defence against the virus. The first
line of defence was washing hands,
social distancing, and wearing a
mask, he said.
“Over the last week, both Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley and
Opposition Leader Kamla PersadBissessar have pleaded with the
nation to get vaccinated. They represent people in most of the country.
They have pleaded, and I have also
pleaded that we all be vaccinated,”
Gordon
Gordon repeated.
Many people were not understanding the science, and were
trapped in Facebook algorithms that bombarded them with
misinformation, he said. For those who are confused, Gordon
urged them to follow the lead of their Church elders and get
vaccinated.

Catholic religious head issues call: Get vaccinated
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Sophia Chote

Martin Daly

Right to bear arms not
in T&T’s Constitution
Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago’s Constitution does
not indicate that nationals have the right to bear arms, Senior
Counsel Martin Daly said last week. Daly added his voice to the
chorus of legal views that emerged last week on the contentious
issue of the right of nationals to bear arms.
“I am absolutely certain there is no right to bear arms. It is
not mentioned in the Constitution, under the Fundamental
Rights and Freedoms. It is not mentioned anywhere else,” Daly
declared.
He said firearms’ ownership is regulated under the Firearms
Act, which includes Provisions by which an applicant can apply
to obtain a firearm. He further noted Administrative Provisions
are outlined that are implemented at the discretion of the
Commissioner of Police.
“Let us be crystal clear: there is no right to bear arms. You can
apply for a firearm licence and
other kinds of licence under
the Administrative Provisions
of the Firearms Act. It is very
clear, and of course the Act
provides for other licences,
such as the Firearm Dealers
licence.”
Daly further explained the
distinction between a right
and a privilege, noting that the
terminology needs to be carefully understood. According to
Daly, some of what nationals
describe as rights are not. He
added that having a firearm
user’s licence gives nationals a
Gary Griffith
right to adhere to the laws and
regulations as outlined in the Constitution.
“You can only get a licence by complying with the Firearms
Act, and we need to be clear with the terminology. If we could
have debates on issues as opposed to personalities, these things
will be clearer. To me it is a very simple issue,” Daly said.
President of the Law Association of Trinidad and Tobago,
Sophia Chote SC, and former Acting Commissioner of Police
Stephen Williams are both maintaining there is no constitutional right for nationals to bear arms.
“We do not have the constitutional right to bear arms in
Trinidad and Tobago. We are entitled to apply for Firearm User’s
Licences, and should reasonably expect, once the necessary
conditions are satisfied, to receive approval. Each application
must be considered on its merits,” Chote said.
Noting that the US has the constitutional right to bear arms,
Chote said: “Regrettably we have seen very recently how that
right was abused when heavily armed rioters stormed the
Capitol Building in Washington. To say that we do not have the
constitutional right to bear arms does not mean that you are not
entitled to apply for [a firearm user licence].”
Last December, then Acting Police Commissioner Gary
Griffith noted an increase in the number of firearm licences
issued annually from 200 to 1,500. He had said he was being
heavily pushed to provide people with the right to bear arms,
and invited women to apply.
“If the State cannot fully protect you, and for obvious reasons,
we cannot give you the assurance that we can. We are doing all
that we can through the government, through the [Trinidad and
Tobago Police Service], and other arms of national security, but
it is your right to bear arms. It is your right to defend yourself,
it is your right to protect you, your assets, your loved ones,”
Griffith said. Provisional Licences, FULs, and Firearm Dealer’s
Licences are signed off by the Commissioner of Police.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
Ek Hi Raasta an interesting focus on relationships
Movie Review: Ek Hi Raasta
gossip is gossip, no harm will come of it.
By Madhulika Liddle
But one day, when Prakash goes to pay Malti a visit, he finds
ne of B.R. Chopra’s earlier films was Ek Hi Raasta,
Bihari already there. Bihari is trying to get fresh with Malti,
and while it doesn’t have the impact of (say) Gumraah and Prakash loses his temper. He hits out at Bihari, and this
or Dhool ka Phool, it is still an interesting story.
humiliation makes Bihari even more incensed.
Ek Hi Raasta spends the first half hour introducing us
Soon, things are getting unbearable for Malti. Egged on by
to its main characters and their relationships. There is, for
Bihari, everybody in the neighbourhood begins to taunt her.
one, Prakash Mehta (Ashok Kumar), who is a government
To her face, people tell her that she should get out, there’s no
contractor. Prakash is a bachelor and freely admits that it’s
place in their midst for a harlot who was carrying on with her
because his expectations of a wife are of someone so very
husband’s boss even when the husband was alive, and now
perfect that he’s unlikely to ever be able to find a woman like
that Amar is dead, she’s left off all shame. Malti is hemmed in
with such a quality. Prakash lives alone in a big bungalow with
on all sides – when Prakash comes to her rescue. He not only
his servant Pyarelal (Radhakrishan), and a dog, Tiger.
fights off a bunch of lathi-wielding goons, he even, in a fit of
Prakash’s employee and manager is Amar (Sunil Dutt). The
rage at the malice of these people, presses a thumb to the blood
relationship between the two men is more of friendship than
flowing from his scalp and uses it to colour her maang.
of employer and employee: they’re informal, they pull each
But is this enough? If Malti marries Prakash, are all her
other’s legs, and Prakash is also a frequent visitor to Amar’s
troubles at an end? Or is she just exchanging one lot of
house, where he’s on very friendly terms with Amar’s little
troubles for another?
son Raja (Daisy
The social message
Irani, billed as Roop
in Ek Hi Raasta – that
Kumar). Amar’s
of widow remarriage
pretty wife Malti
– is briefly dealt with,
(Meena Kumari) is
and takes second
also comfortable in
place. It’s not as if
Prakash’s presence:
anybody opposes
he treats her with
Malti’s getting
an easy respect. It’s
married again; the
almost as if Prakash
problem, rather, is
were another
that people cannot see
member of the
a man and a woman
family.
together (even in
Both Amar and
the most innocuous
Malti are orphans,
of circumstances)
and have been
without imagining
brought up in
that there’s something
orphanages, so have
illicit going on.
nobody but each
Unlike several
other and Raja to call
of B.R. Chopra’s
their own. The love
other films that
Sunil Dutt, Meena Kumari, & Daisy Irani
among the three of
have a strong social
them is manifested in the way the two adults indulge the child
message – like Dhool ka Phool or Dharmputra – Ek Hi Raasta
in his games, playing hide-and-seek with him, letting him
focuses not on a social malaise, but on the relationships among
pretend to be a bandit and they his victims, taking him on fun
members of a family. How does a small child adjust to a stepoutings where they cycle through the countryside.
parent? What are the implications of remarriage? What effect
However, Amar and Prakash do not know that their
can a lie, even if said with the very best of intentions, have on
business is being used as a front for some underhand work by
relationships?
their munshi, Bihari (Jeevan). Bihari, in cahoots with the truck
What I liked about this film
driver, has been cooking the books and stealing sacksful of
The simplicity of the story, which can be summed up in
cement (substituting them with sand) and selling the cement,
just a few sentences. There are no convoluted plots here, no
and, of course, pocketing the income.
protracted wooing, very little in the way of comic asides: the
This has been going on for a while when one day Amar,
focus is on the main characters and their lives.
picnicking beside a swimming pool with Malti and Raja, spots
Meena Kumari and Ashok Kumar: Meena Kumari,
Bihari along with the company’s truck, handing over cement to though weepy through much of the second half, is beautiful,
an illicit buyer. Amar goes and confronts the two of them, and
and Ashok Kumar – never my idea of a dreamboat – looks
immediately takes action.
surprisingly handsome at times. Plus, there is his acting: his
The result is that the truck driver ends up behind bars and
chemistry with his co-stars, both Meena Kumari as well as
Bihari is dismissed from his job. Bitter and angry, Bihari takes
Daisy Irani, in particular, appears so effortless, so genuine.
to selling sweets from a portable khomcha, and this is where
And, last but by no means the least, Hemant’s music.
the truck driver – after completing his stint in jail – finds
Saanwle-salone aaye din bahaar ke has long been a favourite of
himself.
mine, but there are some other great songs too: Chali gori pee
As luck would have it, Amar comes by too, and when the
se milan ko chali, Chamka bankar aman ka tara, Kaisi lagi kaisi
truck driver saunters up to him, a naïve and utterly oblivious
lagi – and the precocious, but infectious Bade bhaiya laaye
Amar tells him that he should mend his ways. The truck driver hain London se chhori, with a very young Baby Naaz shaking a
lets fly, Amar fights back and the truck driver ends up very
leg for all she is worth.
muddy and thoroughly humiliated. Amar goes off homeward,
What I didn’t like
but the truck driver vows to have his revenge, which he does,
The pretty pointless interludes featuring Pyarelal and his
by running down Amar a few days later.
nemesis, the dog Tiger. These are tedious, take up time, and
Amar is cycling home from the market, bearing gifts and
have little relevance to the main story.
balloons for Raja’s birthday party, and suddenly – wham!
And, Raja in the first half of the film. It’s not Daisy Irani’s
Malti’s world crumbles. In one fell swoop she has gone from
acting I object to; she fits the character perfectly – it’s the
being happy, effervescent, and a much-loved wife to a lonely,
character I don’t like, because Raja is a spoilt, precocious brat
miserable mother of a child who keeps asking for his father.
whom I couldn’t summon up a liking for, despite Daisy Irani’s
This is a question which Malti and the household’s maid
cuteness.
Shobha (Yashodara Katju) always evade, but Prakash, who
On the other hand, Raja in the second half of the film I
continues to visit, tells Raja that his father is in the hospital
found easier to relate to: a little kid, confused and lost because
and will be home soon. He’s even sent this toy for Raja to play
he’s been told something and now sees everything through that
with. And if Raja is a good boy and goes to school and eats his
perspective. Pitaji is in hospital; then why isn’t he coming home?
meals, Pitaji will soon be home.
And why is Ma allowing Prakash Babu to touch her hair? Why
Prakash, seeing Malti in such misery, offers a suggestion:
are they living in Prakash Babu’s home? When will they go back
she should work. Since she’s a trained dancer, how about
home to be with Pitaji?
holding dance classes? It will keep her occupied, and the
He is a child, so he will do seemingly stupid things an adult
income, of course, will be welcome. Malti, though a little
wouldn’t, but the psychology of the child comes through very
nervous, agrees, and soon the dance school has been set up
well in this part of the film. Good writing, good understanding
and little girls are coming there to be trained by Malti.
of children, and good acting.
Prakash, too, keeps visiting Malti now and then to check on
I first watched this film as a young teen – but a rewatch
her. He continues even when his servant warns him that nasty
wasn’t painful. By no means one of B.R. Chopra’s best, Ek Hi
gossip is spreading about him and Malti. Prakash laughs it off;
Raasta is still not a bad film.
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Families of terror attack
victims object to ‘Faraaz’
By Dhananjay Mahapatra
New Delhi – Families of two victims of the July 2016
Bangladesh terror attack – Tarishi Jain and Abinta Kabir – have
served legal notices on film maker Hansal Mehta asking him not
to release his action film Faraaz, based on the story revolving
around the terror strike, and third victim Faraaz Hossain.
The three friends – Tarishi, Abinta and Faraaz – were
having a quiet time at Holey Artisan Cafe in Dhaka when the
terrorrists struck and snuffed out their young lives. Parents
of Jain and Kabir have set up trusts in memory of their
only children in India and Bangladesh. The Jains through
their advocate Yatin Grover and the Kabirs through their
Bangaldesh advocate Miti Sanjana have sent legal notices
to Mehta asking him to desist him from dramatising the
unfortunate deaths and reopen the wound caused by the loss
of their young and promising daughters.
The notices were sent by Tarishi’s mother Tulika Jain and
Abinta’s mother Ruba Ahmed. Jain said on July 1, 2016, she
and her husband “were in the vicinity of Holey Artisan when
the attack took place, and were present at the spot the entire
night while the terrorists kept the victims hostage for more
than 12 hours. Accordingly, we were one of the first persons
who got to talk to the survivors of the attack and are aware of
the exact series of events”. Tarishi was the only Indian killed by
the terrorists in the said attack.
In the legal notice, Grover said, “the movie poster of ‘Faraaz’
along with the captions posted on various social media handles
reveal that the movie is based on the 7/16 Bangladesh attack.
It is unimaginable that the said movie can be made on the
life of another victim – named Faraaz, without involving
his best friends being Ms Tarishi and Ms Abinta who died
along with Faraaz in the attack. It is a matter of record that
neither any consent has been obtained by you from our client
regarding depiction of the events of the fateful night which
took away their daughter from them in the said attack, nor
have they been approached in any manner whatsoever seeking
permission regarding making details of Tarishi/likeness of
Tarishi public”.
It added, “While it is obvious that the movie is nothing
more than a commercial activity for you, our client believes
that such a movie will gravely and prejudicially affect the lives
of our Client and her family in such a manner that they will
never be able to recover from the trauma of the same, having
to relive the horrors of the most tragic night of their lives a
again.”
The lawyer said Tulika, mother of Tarishi, “feels vehemently
discomforted and firmly objects to the making of such motion
picture being based on the incident of the attack as she is
unwilling to put the precise occurrences in the public domain
in any form (that is, literary, dramatic, and so on), other
than what is already been in the public domain... To have the
precise story of Tarishi’s death put out in the public domain,
topped with blaring PR campaigns, media hype, and social
media campaign through handles of celebrities’ and influencer
accounts would only freshen the wounds and excavate tragic
flashbacks of the catastrophic day, which our Client and her
family struggle to forget and live with each passing day”.
The lawyer’s notice to Mehta as well as T-Series chairman
Bhushan Kumar Dua, Benras Media Works’ Anubhav Sinha
and Mahana Films told them to immediately refrain from
producing/directing/releasing the said movie Faraaz or any
other film which is based on the Holey Artisan/Bangladesh
Attack; and, recall/remove all posters/social media posts
pertaining to the said movie Faraaz.
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Streaming but steaming: Indian TV undergoes major transition
By Charukesi Ramadurai
and educated engineer moving to a small village in the
lder Indian television and film viewers will
north Indian state of Uttar Pradesh to take up a job
clearly remember the visual code used to
as a junior government employee. From the language
represent kissing in decades gone by – two
(slang and dialect) to the local mores and manners, this
flowers on their stalks bending coyly towards each
is a delightful series that talks to audiences across the
other. While violence in all forms was given free rein
urban-rural divide. With companies like Reliance making
to be shown, any depictions of sex were a strict no-no.
Internet data cheaper and more accessible, online viewing
Instead, it was only hinted at with euphemisms: think
is ever on the rise in India, with people watching shows
of cosy fires in the bedroom, and, literally, shots of the
individually on computers, rather than on television with
birds with the bees. Those were the times of puritanical
their families – and there seems to be something for
film censoring (that still exists, sadly, but that is
everyone.
another story for another time), and a single StateSeries that take a dig at India’s right wing politics and
run television channel, Doordarshan, which often ran
the government’s increasingly divisive policies is another
State-sponsored content.
emerging sub-genre.
Cut to a scene from the recent Amazon Prime
In January, the political drama Tandav got Amazon
A revolution in Indian TV is being fueled by streaming platforms
series Four More Shots Please!, where right in the
Prime into trouble for scenes that were allegedly “an
like Netflix with shows that depict sex, violence, & politics
first episode, an extremely fit, middle-aged man
insult to Hindu gods”, with its director agreeing to re-edit
sashays across a corporate meeting room table in his
the show. after a Hindu nationalist group and politicians
underwear, as one of the four lead women fantasises about
from the ruling Bharatiya Janata party were among those to
making out with him right on that table.
file police reports against it.
Created by a female showrunner, Rangita Pritish Nandy,
In March, new digital media laws were introduced that
and directed by two women, this Indian take on Sex and the
brought both under government regulation, purportedly to
City follows the personal and professional lives of four urban
keep content “clean” but according to critics, really to censor
women in their 20s and 30s as they navigate Mumbai. The
material so as to curb any kind of protest or dissent. According
second season that aired in 2020 (the third is in production)
to The Guardian, Amazon Prime cancelled two new shows in
was the most watched Indian show on the platform last year.
the wake of them.
From canoodling flowers to sex in the boardroom, Indian
A divided reaction
TV has certainly undergone a big transition – and that is
However while this new wave of shows may be superficially
largely down to the advent of streaming platforms, which have
provocative, it’s arguable just how groundbreaking they are
given producers a lot of space to play with.
artistically.
There are new TV series and movies every week on sites
Certainly, Indian viewers are not seeing interesting content
like Netflix, Amazon Prime, Sony Liv, Disney Hotstar, and the
for the first time. In the 1980s and early 1990s, as Ramnath says,
ultra-risqué Alt Balaji, that are challenging industry mores and
“television shows and telefilms on the state-run Doordarshan
bringing to life stories that traditional media would not touch.
channel covered a staggering variety of subjects that could be
Nandini Ramnath, film editor at Scroll.in says that the
considered ‘bold’ and ‘brave’ for their times. Many of these
pandemic has also led to many Indian feature filmmakers
shows vastly influenced audience tastes, and helped raise the bar
moving into the streaming space, for the sake of creating
for what was considered intelligent entertainment”.
content that can find immediate viewership. And they are
Audiences still speak fondly of blockbusters such as Hum
making both longer series and films, which is a good thing as
Log (the country’s first television series, that looked at the
far as choice for viewers is concerned.
lives of a large middle class family in the 1980s, a time of great
“Several [streaming] series are certainly better written,
economic change), and Buniyaad (dealing with the times just
performed, and produced than [traditional network] television
before and after India’s partition from Pakistan), Tamas (a TV
Netflix's Delhi Crime recreates the story of Jyoti
shows or films. Some of them have made good use of the
film that also looked at the aftermath of the Partition), Zabaan
Singh, who was brutally raped and murdered in
long format, developing characters and storylines in ways that
Sambhalke (a Hindi remake of British sitcom Mind your
2012, exploring a female cop's crusade for justice
might not have been possible in movies, or on advertising
Language), and of course, the long-running epics Ramayana
break-led television,” she says.
and the Mahabharata. It was just unfortunate that this golden
Heavy-hitting stories
age was short-lived.
Among other recent streaming successes is Made in
In the late 1990s and the early 2000s, came cable networks,
Heaven, also on Amazon Prime, about the highly-in-demand
and with them sexist and unrealistic content about large
wedding planning business in India, which deals with heavywarring families, with garish clothes, grandiose sets, and
hitting subjects, including forced marriages, rape, and incest.
completely unbelievable plotlines that went on and on for years
Meanwhile one of the main characters is an openly gay man,
without a care for seasons or series breaks.
making it one the few Indian shows to acknowledge the
There is also another question that these new shows raise: Is
existence of queer people.
bolder necessarily better?
As for Netflix India, their hit dating show Indian
Ramnath says that, while these new streaming series may
Matchmaking, sparked a lot of controversy and conversation
be superficially more progressive, there is really not much
globally just last year, while dramas Lust Stories and Bombay
newness in the content.
Begums, like Four More Shots Please!, focus on women in
“Most of the shows continue to be about crime, terrorism/
the context of their work-life balance, sex and relationships,
nationalism, romance, political conspiracy, and family-based
successes and frustrations.
comedy,” she points out.
Then there is the slick Masaba Masaba, a story about a
Meanwhile film writer Karishma Upadhyay believes the
successful fashion designer, also in Mumbai, her career, her love
whole idea of this new wave of shows is just to push and
life, and her complex yet loving relationship with her mother.
provoke, and all the gratuitous swearing and sex is what she
Amazon's political drama Tandav was re-edited
The interesting thing about this popular series, of which only
calls simply “a lazy way of being edgy”.
after it created controversy with scenes that were
one season is out so far, is that the titular role is played by real
Journalist Amrita Dutta also rues the fact that there is no
life fashion designer Masaba Gupta, in a fictionalised story about allegedly “an insult to Hindu gods”
room for group family viewing in this age of stories meant
her life (with her mother Neena Gupta playing her mother).
exclusively for personal screens.
When it comes to shows about the so-called “modern”
Stuck at home with her aged parents and young daughter
India, there are also grittier tales. A case in point is Delhi
during the lockdown, she has felt this pinch strongly, noting,
Crime (Netflix), which recreated the story of Jyoti Singh, who
“there is a lack of happy, middle of the road content”.
was brutally raped (and subsequently died of her injuries) by
Additionally, “It is all driven by a formula, that needs to tick
a group of men in the country’s capital in the cold winter of
all the right boxes like caste, politics, sex…”
2012, and a female cop’s crusade for justice.
She also adds that while violence does exist everywhere
Another cop show, Paatal Lok (Amazon Prime), revolves
in India, the trick is in framing it with sensitivity, instead of
around Delhi and the everyday violence in the Hindi
dehumanising women or trans people, especially, as some of
hinterlands. This show won plaudits from audiences for its
these dramas tend to do in the name of showing reality.
realistic – some say, too much so – treatment of the issues,
That said, this new wave of streaming content does seem
including patriarchy and misogyny.
to be connecting with Indian audiences. But it may not yet
Four More Shots Please! follows the lives of four
Back again to Mumbai, The Family Man (Amazon Prime)
be ready to capture global audiences, the way Korean drama
Mumbai women in their 20s and 30s
is about a secret service agent who is part of an anti-terrorism
has successfully done for a while now, or French TV has more
Hearteningly, though, most of them do well to authentically
squad, while Sacred Games (Netflix), about a troubled cop
recently.
reflect the vast kaleidoscope that is India itself, creating
and his clash with a local gangster, is based on a bestseller by
Upadhyay says, “[There] is no reason why this should not
Vikram Chandra, and is the one Indian show on The New York locally relevant themes, instead of looking to the West for
happen; but for that, Indian producers need to get ready to talk
inspiration. They show various facets of India, not just the
Times’ list of the 30 best international TV series of the decade.
to the world with more universal themes, even if they keep the
glitzy, English-speaking big cities, but also rural areas, with
Although all these shows are set in different physical
stories local”.
their own problems of caste and class, money and muscle, with
locations, and are about varied themes, the one thing that ties
But while international domination may be a while away for
everything in between also finding a place.
them together is the liberal use of sexual content (which is
the Indian TV industry, as of now these shows are taking the
A stellar example of a series showcasing rural India is the
nevertheless more suggestive than explicit still), and profanity
country’s own citizens to imaginative places where they have
comedy-drama Panchayat (Amazon Prime) about a city-born
(with no cussword left behind).
not been before – and many viewers are grateful for that.
Amazon Studios photo

Alamy photo

Amazon Studios photo
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Nandu makes West Indies U19 pick, Thorne in the side

G

uyanese batsman Matthew Nandu and fast bowler Isai
Thorne made the pick on the 18-member West Indies
U19 squad for the upcoming tour of England, Cricket
West Indies announced last week.
The squad will be led by Ackeem Auguste, with Giovonte Depeiza as vice-captain. Auguste is a left-handed top-order batsman, while Depeiza is a right-handed middle-order batsman
and left-arm spinner, the media in Guyana reported.
Last week Nandu told Stabroek News his goals for England
were to “continue putting in the work and making full use of this
amazing opportunity”.
He added, “I would like to get some big scores as well as take
wickets with the ball.”
While he was pleased with his selection, Nandu noted there
was a lot of work to be done.
“I want to improve on all areas of my game, physically and
mentally, to become an elite athlete that is required to play cricket at the highest level,” he said.
He added, “It’s a great accomplishment for me. A lot of work
still has to be done in order to reach the top. I am really excited,
and thankful for the opportunity to go to England, and look forward to working with the management and coaching staff… The
journey has been a great experience so far. It’s very important to
take this process step-by-step, and continue to improve on my
game.”
He is the son of former West Indies Under-19 leg-spinner
Arjune Nandu, who represented Guyana in four First-Class
matches.
According to Robert Haynes, Lead Selector for U19 Rising
Stars, the trip to England is part of the preparation for the ICC
U19 Cricket World Cup next year, and “will prove valuable experience for these young men”.
He added, “We have a very good combination, and it is really
pleasing to see we have quality all-round cricketers in the group,
which gives us more options. The conditions in England will be
challenging, and they know that, but they have fantastic management support in the set-up, including Sir Curtly Ambrose,
whose experience and knowledge will be an asset.”
Haynes also noted, “We started the selection process four
weeks ago, with 60 very talented youngsters from all across the
region. It wasn’t easy cutting the squad down. But if you look at
the balance in the bowling attack we have now selected, with six

West Indies U19 ‘Rising Stars’ Squad
Captain - Ackeem Auguste Age: 17 (Left-hand bat/right-arm
leg-spin); Vice Captain - Giovonte Depeiza Age: 18 (Righthand bat/left-arm spin); Onaje Amory Age: 17 (Right-hand
bat/right-arm off-spin); Anderson Amurdan Age: 18 (Righthand opening bat); Justin Beckford Age: 17 (Right-hand
bat/right-arm off-spin); Teddy Bishop Age: 18 (Right-hand
opening bat); Carlon Bowen-Tuckett Age: 17 (Right-hand
bat/wicket-keeper); McKenny Clarke Age: 18 (Right-hand
bat/right-arm fast); Rivaldo Clarke Age: 18 (Right-hand bat/
wicket-keeper); Nathan Edward Age: 16 (Left-hand bat/
left-arm fast-medium); Andel Gordon Age: 18 (Right-hand
bat/left-arm medium-pace); Sion Hackett Age: 18 (Righthand bat/right-arm medium-fast); Justin Jagessar Age: 16
(Right-hand bat); Johann Layne Age: 17 (Right-hand bat/
right-arm fast-medium); Anderson Mahase Age: 18 (Lefthand bat/left-arm spin); Matthew Nandu Age:18 (Left-hand
bat/right-arm off-spin); Isai Thorne Age: 16 (Right-hand bat/
right-arm fast); Vasant Singh Age: 17 (Right-hand bat/rightarm leg-spin).
Team Management
Rohan Nurse (Acting Head Coach), Sir Curtly Ambrose
(Assistant Coach), Steve Liburd (Assistant Coach), Junie
Mitcham (Team Manager), Avenesh Seetaram (Analyst), Alex
Forde (Strength & Conditioning Coach), Lyndon Knights
(Physiotherapist).
Match schedule
September 4: 1st Youth ODI – Beckenham; September 6:
2nd Youth – Beckenham; September 8: 3rd Youth ODI –
Beckenham; September 10: 4th Youth ODI – Canterbury;
September 14: 5th Youth ODI – Canterbury; September 17:
6th Youth ODI – Canterbury.
Matthew Nandu
fast bowlers and three specialist spinners, you can see we have
selected a quality attack. We also have some talented batsmen
who we expect to perform well. The work that everyone has put
in to get these guys here to this level has been exceptional.”
Rohan Nurse will lead the coaching staff as the Acting Head
Coach, as Floyd Reifer is unavailable due to prior contractual
arrangements with the Caribbean Premier League.
The tour will feature six Youth One-Day Internationals at The

Harrison, Patel get knocks for bonus payouts

E

ngland’s leading men’s cricketers are privately querying
the bonuses set to be handed to the sport’s top administrators, after agreeing to pay cuts and reduced prize
money last year, the Guardian reported last week.
Tom Harrison and Sanjay Patel are among a group of leading executives at the England
and Wales Cricket Board due
to share a £2.1m payout when a
five-year Long Term Incentive
Plan matures in 2022.
It comes despite the ECB
announcing 62 job cuts last
September, and following a
financial year in which the
governing body had a £16.5m
loss due to the pandemic lockdowns. So far, cricket in England and Wales has lost £100m
in revenue, with the counties
forced to lay off staff.
The news about the bonuses
Tom Harrison
has not been lost on the Professional Cricketers’ Association after domestic players relinquished £1m in prize money last year, with minimum salaries in
the county game lowered. Also, the centrally contracted men’s
players made a collective £500,000 wage donation at the start of
the pandemic, before accepting a 15 percent pay cut last Octo-

ber that included win bonuses being slashed in half.
One England player told the Guardian the feeling was as if
senior administrators at the ECB have “looked after themselves”
while reducing the incentives for a team that has powered
through 18 months of living in biosecure bubbles away from
their families. The Guardian also reported a degree of
disquiet exists among ECB
employees lower down the organisation, who have worked
tirelessly to deliver cricket over
the past two seasons in the face
of pandemic-related issues,
while colleagues have either
been furloughed or made redundant.
However, the ECB has insisted the bonus scheme set up
in 2017 is not uncommon in
sporting federations as a way
of retaining people in senior
Sanjay Patel
leadership roles, and it has
been based on the successful delivery of the Inspiring Generations strategy designed to broaden the sport’s UK audience.
It also pointed to the fact that senior administrators, including Chief Executive Harrison, were among those to take voluntary pay cuts in 2020.

Twenty20 format likely choice for 2028 Games

C

ricket’s short Twenty20 format is tailor-made for the
Olympics, US Cricket chief Paraag Marathe has said.
However, according to Reuters, Marathe also noted that
the sport’s administrators will consider any format that would
ensure the game’s inclusion in the 2028 Los Angeles Games.
As was reported earlier, the International Cricket Council is
preparing a bid for the game’s return to the Olympics. Cricket
was last featured in the 1900 Paris Games. Marathe is part of the
ICC Olympic Working Group, chaired by English board chief
Ian Watmore.
“I am hopeful that it is very likely. For the first time ever 106
member nations of the ICC are supportive of getting cricket into
the Olympics,” Marathe told the Sport Unlocked podcast.
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Twenty20 cricket lasts about three hours, and has proved
immensely successful, notably in its popularity with the Indian
Premier League. Also, the success of inaugural Hundred competition in England this summer has provided another alternative
to the International Olympic Committee.
“I think the T20 format is one that is easily digestible and
works. It certainly works from a timing perspective. It fits the
format of American sports, roughly three hours,” Marathe noted.
He added, “It’s an understood format because of the success of
the IPL… but of course we will work with the IOC, and if there
is a different format they prefer, then we are open to it. The most
important thing for us is to get cricket in the Games. We do go in
thinking that T20 is probably the best.”

County Ground, Beckenham and The Polo Farm, Canterbury
from September 4-September 17.
The West Indies Rising Stars U19s squad was selected following an eight-match trials series with 60 players. From there
the squad was reduced to 26 players, who were then involved in
more intensive targeted high performance coaching and simulation sessions.
The ICC U19 Cricket World Cup will be hosted by Cricket
West Indies from January 4 to February 3, 2022.

Chemar Holder

Warwickshire signs Holder

W

arwickshire signed West Indies fast bowler Chemar
Holder for their final four County Championship
matches.
Holder made his international debut in December with the
West Indies squad, and was on the Test team that recently played
Pakistan.
“The Bears have a great opportunity to win a trophy this season. and I can’t wait to contribute,” said Holder. He took two
wickets on his Test in New Zealand, and won his first One Day
cap in January.
“Chemar is a young, tall, fast bowler who will offer us something different as we look to build on our impressive start to the
County Championship,” said Warwickshire director of cricket
Paul Farbrace.
Holder is the third West Indies international the Bears have
signed this summer after Carlos Brathwaite and Kyle Mayers,
who both played in the T20 Blast.
Warwickshire have qualified for the six-county Division
One group of the Championship, with the table-toppers to be
crowned county champions and the top two sides contesting the
Bob Willis Trophy.
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CPL head pushes women’s game in region

C

aribbean
Premier
Trinidad, with the Queen’s
League CEO Pete
Park Oval and Brian Lara
Russell
indicated
Cricket Academy used.
last week he wants to expand
Russell is optimistic Warthe CPL brand with a focus
ner Park will cope with the
on developing the women’s
33 matches for the 2021 edigame in the region.
tion.
Russell has shown interest
“It is always a risk bein supporting women’s crickcause you are playing a lot
et in the past, with two womof games… in one place,
en’s T10 exhibition matches
but we’ve had our pitch
held in Trinidad during the
expert Dave Agnew who
2019 CPL.
prepares wickets all around
Russell took the CPL lead
the world. He has been actias its CEO in July.
vated since the beginning of
Talking with Newsday
January working on a projin Trinidad & Tobago last
ect to make sure that the
week, Russell said, “…I am
wicket is prepared… we are
very keen to… extend the
as confident as we can be,
CPL brand outside of just
and we have done as much
the six weeks that we play;
as we can do to ensure that
[to] look at other opportunithe wickets will be absoluteStafanie Taylor (l) & Hayley Matthews (r) celebrate a West Indies’ win
ties, whether that be shorter
ly first class,” Russell said.
forms of the game, women’s cricket or Es- happens as early as 2022, assuming the [CoCPL returning to capacity crowds was being
ports… or even the teams playing outside of vid-19] pandemic is somewhat behind us.”
eagerly looked to in the future, Russell added.
The 2021 CPL runs from August 26-Septemthe Caribbean. I just want to make the brand
Additionally, “I can’t wait. It’s incredibly
ber 15, with the entire tournament taking place challenging to play the amount of games in
more accessible over a longer period of time.”
Speaking on women’s cricket in the CPL, at Warner Park, St Kitts.
one country without fans. Not having fans for
Only fully vaccinated persons will be al- any sort of professional sport is a struggle. We
Russell said, “…I think we’ve got a real opportunity to build a great platform for the women lowed to attend matches at 50 percent capacity will have some fans there which will be great,
because even the two games that we saw in due to Covid-19.
but we need to get back to doing what we do
It is the first time in the nine-year history best, which is play our matches in front fans in
Trinidad (in 2019) it was great to see… I know
that is something that the president of Cricket of the tournament that all the matches will Trinidad, Guyana, Barbados, Jamaica, and St
West Indies [Ricky Skerritt] really wants to ex- be played at one venue. During the pandemic Lucia.”
plore. I would not be surprised if something in 2020, the entire tournament was played in

Packed cricket season ahead for Pakistan women

I

t will be a packed season for Pakistan
women’s cricket, with England Women
touring for the first time come October for
two T20Is and three ODIs in Rawalpindi. In all,
Pakistan Women will compete in 33 matches,
both domestic and international, in the upcoming home season.
“Pakistan has never before seen such a jampacked women’s cricket season.” said Urooj
Mumtaz, the chairperson of the women’s selection committee.
Mumtaz also noted that domestic events
and the bilateral international series have been
designed to provide effective opportunities
for preparation for the ICC Women’s Cricket
World Cup Qualifier in Zimbabwe.
Said Mumtaz: “The gradual growth in the

player pool through our emerging team and
Skills2Shine programme has led to the addition of a fourth team in our domestic cricket.
The increased number of matches will provide
an opportunity to a larger group of players,
thereby allowing greater opportunities to polish and enhance their skills, temperament, and
game awareness.”
There is even more cricket on the horizon,
with a report last week indicating the Pakistan
Cricket Board is now in talks with an International Cricket Council member for an ODI series prior to the national team’s departure for
Zimbabwe.
The home season will kick off on September
9 in Karachi with the Pakistan Cup One Day
tournament before England’s visit. As for the

National T20 Cup, it will run during June-July
2022, after which Pakistan will travel to Birmingham for the 2022 Commonwealth Games.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the PCB
could host only the T20 tournament last season. A 14-match Under-19 tournament is also
part of the forthcoming domestic calendar as
the PCB seeks to identify players for the inaugural Women’s Under-19 World Cup that will
be held in 2023. The board has also expanded
its women’s domestic structure by including a
fourth team.
Pakistan Women’s most recent assignment
was the tour of the Caribbean, where they were
swept 3-0 in the T20I leg, and lost the first three
ODIs before ending the trip with back-to-back
consolation victories.

Azeem Rafiq
Rafiq also noted: “There are things that happened in my first spell ten years ago. But the
majority of what tipped it for me was actually
in my second spell, right up to the end. People
talk about the ‘race card’, but actually I was in
denial that the way I was treated was because of
my religion, culture, or colour.”
Up to last week, Rafiq had not received a
copy of the report, and said he was uncertain he
would ever see the full version. On August 18,
the England and Wales Cricket Board wrote to
Yorkshire requesting a copy, along with a publishing timeline.
“Unfortunately, Yorkshire have had ample

opportunity, almost three years to the
day that I went to [non-executive director] Hanif Malik’s house, and literally cried in his front room. It could have
easily been resolved. All I was looking
for was an acceptance and an apology.
I was happy to crack on, and move on
with my life,” Rafiq said.
According to an ESPNCricinfo report, Rafiq was offered, and rejected, a
substantial sum in return for a nondisclosure agreement.
Rafiq did not disclose details. However, he said: “For me it has never been
about a big payout. Even when my
emotions were hurt, I let it go for the
sake of the cause.”
He also indicated how his past in the game
is now challenging, and how it contributes to
feelings of insecurity and uncertainty.
“I have my level-four coaching assessment in
the winter. I don’t know if I want to complete
it... Right now, as I’m going through all of this, it
is really difficult for me to want to get involved
in the game in any capacity,” Rafiq said.
He added, “Let’s be brutally honest: however
much I fight this, am I ever going to get an opportunity within the game? Probably not. Am I
ever going to get a job within the game? Probably not. These are real-life consequences.”

Yorkshire apologises for ‘inappropriate behaviour’

F

ormer Yorkshire player and
England Under-19 captain
Azeem Rafiq said last week any
reminder of cricket is painful following his accusations of institutional
racism at Yorkshire CCC. His accusations prompted a long-delayed and still
unpublished report into racism at the
Yorkshire club.
Last week Rafiq told the Guardian
the “moment of unity”, which was held
before every Test this summer to show
solidarity against discrimination, was
particularly raw.
Said Rafiq: “I’m with Michael Holding. I don’t know why it had to go away
from taking the knee,” he said.
Last week Yorkshire offered its “profound
apologies” to Rafiq after the report upheld
many of his claims. However, Rafiq said he was
not pleased with the club’s description of the
allegations as “inappropriate behaviour” and
“historic”.
“I felt a lot of frustration; anger,” he told the
Guardian.
Additionally, “I felt so lonely and disrespected by the statement. What I had tried to do was
explain to the investigation how I came to the
end point that I came to, how isolated incidents
had built up, how it made me feel the way I did.”
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International
Cricket Schedule
Saturday September 04, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 5th T20I, Bready Cricket Club,
Bready, Northern Ireland; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 03:00 PM LOCAL. South Africa tour of Sri Lanka, 2021 Sri Lanka vs
South Africa, 2nd ODI, R. Premadasa Stadium, Colombo, 3:30 AM 09:30 AM GMT
/ 03:00 PM LOCAL. India tour of England,
2021 England vs India, 4th Test, Day 3,
Kennington Oval, London; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Sunday September 05, 2021
New Zealand tour of Bangladesh, 2021
Bangladesh vs New Zealand, 3rd T20I,
Shere Bangla National Stadium, Dhaka;
6:00 AM 12:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM LOCAL. India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 4th Test, Day 4, Kennington
Oval, London; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL
Monday September 06, 2021
India tour of England, 2021 England vs
India, 4th Test, Day 5, Kennington Oval,
London; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00
AM LOCAL.
Tuesday September 07, 2021
South Africa tour of Sri Lanka, 2021 Sri
Lanka vs South Africa, 3rd ODI R. Premadasa Stadium, Colombo; 3:30 AM 09:30
AM GMT / 03:00 PM LOCAL
Wednesday September 08, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 1st ODI Civil Service Cricket
Club, Belfast; 3:30 AM 09:30 AM GMT
/ 10:30 AM LOCAL. New Zealand tour
of Bangladesh, 2021 Bangladesh vs New
Zealand, 4th T20I, Shere Bangla National
Stadium, Dhaka; 6:00 AM 12:00 PM GMT
/ 06:00 PM LOCAL. Nepal v Papua New
Guinea in Oman, 2021 Papua New Guinea
vs Nepal, 2nd ODI, Al Amerat Cricket
Ground (Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat; 4:30
AM 10:30 AM GMT / 02:30 PM LOCAL.
Thursday September 09, 2021
United States v Papua New Guinea in
Oman, 2021 United States vs Papua New
Guinea, 2nd ODI, Al Amerat Cricket
Ground (Ministry Turf 2), Al Amerat; 4:30
AM 10:30 AM GMT / 02:30 PM LOCAL.
Friday September 10, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 2nd ODI, Civil Service Cricket
Club, Belfast; 3:30 AM 09:30 AM GMT /
10:30 AM LOCAL. South Africa tour of
Sri Lanka, 2021 Sri Lanka vs South Africa, 1st T20I, R. Premadasa Stadium, Colombo; 8:30 AM 02:30 PM GMT / 08:00
PM LOCAL. New Zealand tour of Bangladesh, 2021 Bangladesh vs New Zealand,
5th T20I, Shere Bangla National Stadium,
Dhaka; 6:00 AM 12:00 PM GMT / 06:00
PM LOCAL. India tour of England, 2021
England vs India, 5th Test, Day 1 Emirates
Old Trafford, Manchester; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Saturday September 11, 2021
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 5th Test, Day 2 Emirates Old Trafford,
Manchester; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL.
Sunday September 12, 2021
South Africa tour of Sri Lanka, 2021 Sri
Lanka vs South Africa, 2nd T20I R. Premadasa Stadium, Colombo; 8:30 AM
02:30 PM GMT / 08:00 PM LOCAL. India
tour of England, 2021England vs India,
5th Test, Day 3 Emirates Old Trafford,
Manchester; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL.
Monday September 13, 2021
ICC Cricket World Cup League Two 201922 Nepal vs United States, 1st Match, Al
Amerat Cricket Ground (Ministry Turf
1), Al Amerat; 4:30 AM 10:30 AM GMT /
02:30 PM LOCAL.
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Abdool Saif Saheed
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Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

647-894-0764

Brampton

SO

LD

For Sale
$1,999,000

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Toronto

For Sale $799,900

SOLD OVER ASKING!
Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious freehold
end-unit townhouse with 3 large bedrooms & 2.5 bathrooms. Modern open concept kitchen with eat-in dining
& movable island. Covered balcony great for family BBQs.
Spacious den on ground level with entrance to garage.
Perfect for investors or first time home buyers. Close to all
amenities including places of worship, shopping centres,
steps to TTC, close to major highways: 401,400 & 407.

Brampton

Markham

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

437-235-7599

Vincent Condominiums In Vaughan
Take living to the next
level with Vincent Condos!
They have astonishing
entertainment for
everyone in the family, and
everything to fit your needs.
Vincent is focused around
the Vaughan Metropolitan
Center. Vaughan topped the
905 market with the highest
number of new condo sales
during the first quarter of
2021.
Starting
From Mid -

$400K
Toronto For Sale $499,000

Location!
Location!
Location!
Move-in ready.
Very well
maintained 2
storey 3 bedroom
townhome. Great
for first time
home buyers/investors. Fully fenced yard with lots
of storage space. Close to all amenities: shopping
malls, grocery stores & libraries. Steps to TTC and
close to 400/401/407 and more...

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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INCOME TAX SERVICES
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